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Wilcox leaving MSU ID now required to use computer labs
for Georgia Tech

© J*

by

K eri D wyer
S taff W riter

by

Vice President for Student
D evelopm ent and Cam pus
Life, Lee Wilcox will be leav
ing Montclair State University
in
early
June.
Wilcox
is sch ed 
uled
to
leave after
serving
M o n tclair
State for
three years
and join the
faculty at
the Georgia
Institute of
T e c h n o l
ogy, comm o n 1y
c a l l e d
Georgia
Tech in At
lanta.
While
a
t
M o n tclair Dr. Lee Wilcox
S t a t e ,
Wilcox has been in charge of
overseeing many departments
at the university. Those include
Admissions, Campus Safety
and Security, Dean of Students,
Financial Aid, Registrars Of
fice, Intra-Collegiate Academic
Programs, Residence Life, and
the Student Center. He has
been responsible for the many
programs within each depart
ment.
He has also acted as a li
aison between the students and
the adm inistration. Wilcox
would meet regularly with the
Student Government Associa
tion President and try to repre
sent student interests within the
university administration.
Wilcox, who received his
undergraduate degree from
Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti
tute in Troy, N. Y. and his Ph.D.
from the University of Minne
sota, worked at Rensselaer for
14 years before coming to MSU

where he held the position of
Vice President for Student Af
fairs.
Once at Georgia Tech, he
will assume the role of Vice
President for Student Affairs.
He will be responsible for overs e e in g
many of
t h e
same
departm en t s
as here
a
t
Montclair
St at e.
“It will
be
a
n e w
chal
lenge at
a world
class
university”,
W ilcox
said. “It
will be a
capstone
e x p eri
ence for
me. I have worked at technical
universities and public univer
sities and Georgia Tech is the
country’s best technical public
university. It seemed like a
once in a lifetime opportunity.”
“It will be a tremendous
loss,” said President Irvin Reid.
He has the ability to organize
and to be able to work toward a
common goal,” said Reid. “I
wanted someone who shared
my vision of what student ser
vice should be. Dr Wilcox
shared my view of what student
life should be. Taking the po
sition at Georgia Tech was a
very difficult decision for Dr.
Wilcox but a wonderful oppor
tunity.. His contributions will
be valued for many years to
come,” said Reid.
“Losing Dr. Wilcox is like
losing one of the biggest assets
to this school,” John Cvelic,
Student Government AssociaContinued on p. 3

K evin P. H ancock
N ews Editor

Proof that you are an
MSU student will now be re
quired if you wish to use a cam
pus computer lab in order to
prevent non-MSU students
from using them, said Charles
Fraser of Academic Comput
ing.
Prior to the change any
one could enter and use the ser
vices of MSU’s computer labs
as no proof of enrollment was
required.
The change comes after
numerous complaints that MSU
students were being prevented
from using com puters by
people who do not even attend
the university.
Suggestions by SGA leg
islators and complaints aired by
students convinced Academic
Computing to order lab assis
tants to start checking I-cards,
said D irector o f Academic
Computing, Clifford Gillman.
“Basically we were under

pressure from
the SGA and
students that
there were too
many off cam
pus people us
ing the labs,”
said Fraser.
Lab as
sistants started
requesting Icards from stu
dents entering
campus com 
puter labs on
Monday. If a
student does
not have their
I-card with
them, they can
also log on to
TIMOTHY CASEY/MONTCLARION
their Alpha E- A student shows his l-card
to enter a lab.
mail account to
prove they are
»On The Inside*
an MSU student, said Fraser.
“We are doing our best to
serve Montclair students so we
NEWS
are making sure only Montclair
SGA News
students enter the labs,” said
p .3
Gilman.
Police Blotter
p. 6

Dream trip turns into
nightmare for students
by

C hristina P iedra
S taff W riter

The sisters from Phi
Sigma Sigma would like to
send a big warning to all of
Montclair State’s students - be
cautious of what you read on
the promotional flyers on cam
pus.
The Phi Sigma Sigma sis
ters from Montclair State Uni
versity, along with many other
students from other universi
ties, learned their lesson the
hard way when a much antici
pated spring break vacation to
Bahamas turned to a disaster.
The com pany they
learned about after reading a
flyer they found on campus,
Take-A-Break, promised them
a great deal and a stress-free
vacation, said Donna Batista, a
sophomore travel and tourism
major.
Batista is determined to

fight back because Take-ABreak did not deliver what they
claim ed. R ather, Take-ABreak constantly changed her
and her sisters’ travel dates,
abruptly canceled their flight
home, and made them endure
countless inconveniences.
She has hired a lawyer
and intends to do all she can to
retrieve the $600 she and her
friends each had to spend to get
flights home from other airlines
after Take-A-Break canceled
their flight home.
Apparently these blun
ders are not firsts for Take-ABreak, according to Jackie
Ruege and Kim Andrezzi, who
went to Panam a City with
Take-A -B reak last spring
break. Ruege said they their
hotel was encircled by yellow
caution banners and the pool
was full of glass and beer cans.
For the Phi Sigtna Sigma
Continued on p. 3
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Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
ceded nothing to Palestinians Wednesday as Mideast
tensions appeared to be widening. Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat warned that the entire peace process
was “in real danger.”
Relations between the two sides have deterio
rated sharply since Israel decided last month to be
gin building a Jewish settlement in disputed East
Jerusalem, triggering days of stone-throwing riots in
the West Bank that continued Wednesday.
Adding to the unrest, an Israeli bus filled with
civilians and Israeli soldiers overturned in the West
Bank Wednesday after a firebomb was hurled at it.
At least 13 people were injured.
Two Palestinians died Tuesday in explosions
that Israel said were botched suicide bombings aimed
at Jewish school children. Two other Palestinians
were shot dead by Israeli troops in the West Bank.
Netanyahu, speaking through adviser Shai
Bazak, said Israel would not give in to Palestinian
demands to stop building in East Jerusalem.
The comments came ahead of Netanyahu’s
planned Monday visit to Washington for Middle East
peace discussions with U.S. President Bill Clinton.
Earlier reports indicated Netanyahu wasn’t planning
to make the trip, but on Tuesday Clinton urged him
to attend.

views expressed in the opinion section, with
the exception o f the main editorial, do not
necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion.

Advertising Policy
DEADLINES

The deadline to subm it advertisem ents to The
M ontclarion is the M onday of the w eek o f
publication.
BILLING

The M ontclarion is distributed on Thursdays,
and invoices and tearsheets are m ailed the fol
lowing M onday (tearsheets for pre-paid ads
must be requested). Thirty (30) days are given
for paym ent after the insertion date, after which
a 15% finance charge is levied, to sixty (60)
days, when accounts are referred to an outside
collection agency.

AD RATES
OFF-CAMPUS
ON-CAMPUS
Full page - $200.00
Full page - $310.00
Half page-$200.00
Half page - $168.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $80.00
Eighth page - $32.00
Classified - (up to 30 wds.) $10.00
Call the advertising office at 655-5237 for a
complete listing of discount packages.

Schoolchildren exposed to hepatitis through straw
berries
Schoolchildren in six states may have been ex
posed to the hepatitis A virus by eating contaminated
frozen strawberries that were shipped to school caf
eterias. The processor and packer of the berries could
face criminal charges, sources told CNN.
The United States Department of Agriculture,
which provides surplus food to school lunch pro
grams, distributed the berries.
Initial reports indicated 16 states and the Dis
trict o f Columbia might have received tainted straw
berries and had been asked to “put a hold” on the
fruit.
But on Wednesday, the US DA and the Food and
Drug Administration said only six states received ber
ries believed linked to an outbreak in Michigan be
cause all bore the same lot number. Those states, in
addition to Michigan, are Arizona, California, Geor
gia, Iowa and Tennessee.
Nine other states and Washington, D.C., re
ceived shipments from the same company, but the
berries bore different lot numbers, the agencies said.
Those states are Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Maine, New
Jersey, New York, North Carolina, North Dakota and
Wisconsin.

Prospective bomb trial juror condemns death penalty

ft is funded in part b y i

distributed b y the Student Cover
elation, Inc. o f Montclair State University. The

National

Major promising to cut taxes if re-elected
Prime Minister John Major on Wednesday
promised low taxes and a hand-up for the have-nots
as part of a 25-point platform for the May 1 election
that he said would help make Britain the best place
in the world to live.
Describing his election manifesto as the bold
est any party had published since the ruling Conser
vatives took power in 1979, Major outlined a wide
range of policies aimed at countering charges that
his government had run out of steam and ideas.
Major tackled head-on the argument of Tony
Blair, leader of the main opposition Labor party, that
it was time for a change after 18 unbroken years of
Conservative rule.
“It is time for a change. Time for a change to
the next phase of Conservative prosperity that will
give everyone — no matter who they are, where they
live — more choice and more control over their
lives,” Major told a news conference.
Buoyed by an opinion poll showing Labor’s
lead had fallen to 14 percentage points, Major said
the manifesto was being published against a back
drop of a booming Britain that could look forward to
a prosperity undreamed of a few years ago.
The only new policy in the 56-page program
encapsulated Major’s ambition to cut taxes and show
that Labor does not have a monopoly on measures to
help the less well-off.

The 13th prospective juror questioned in the
Timothy McVeigh bombing trial cited Biblical texts
when she told the judge and prosecutor Wednesday
she could not condemn somebody to die.
Questioning of candidates in the morning ses
sion o f day three moved on at a quicker pace than the
first two days of the trial’s first phase.
The 14th prospective, another woman, said she’s
involved in a court fight to save her farm that will
conflict with the trial. The 15th was a man, the sev
enth to be questioned.
The first prospect questioned Wednesday, juror
No. 101, quoted the biblical story of how Christ told
those about to stone an adulterer, “Let you who is
without sin cast the first stone.” She told U.S. Dis
trict Judge Richard Matsch, “I don’t feel capable of
throwing that first stone.”
She said she believes there are crimes for which
the penalty should be death, but only God can choose.
“Human judgment has angles and agendas and
imperfections,” she said, “and I don’t feel I can con
demn someone.”
“No matter how I phrase this, you’re going to
say you are unable to choose a death sentence?” fed
eral prosecutor Pan Ryan asked after a series of ques
tions designed to flesh out her views on capital pun
ishment.
“Yes,” answered the woman, a diabetic who
works for IBM.

Visit us on the web! http://www.campuspress.com
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SGA News &
Notes by John Brost
The latest Student Gov
ernment Association meeting
was highlighted by further dis
cussion regarding the student
strike on April 15. Also, the
legislature passed two appro
priation bills, as well as a Class
Four charter.
The legislature passed
two appropriations for Gallery
3 1/2, a Class Three organiza
tion. The organization was
granted money to hold a gallery
opening and to cover the cost
of a prize for a graphic design
contest. On April 23, from 4:00
to 6:00 PM, the organization
will be having a photography
exhibition of pictures taken by
students. The funds granted by
the legislature will be used to
cover promotions and refresh
ments for the event.
The organization was also
granted $100 for a prize for a
contest in which students sub
mit designs for a logo for the
organization. In addition to the
prize money, the winner will
also have his or her design used
as the official logo of Gallery 3
1/2. The logo will be used on
all stationery and promotion
materials for the organization.
Lambda Theta Phi was
granted a Class Four Charter
for the academic years 19971999.
During the student open
forum, at the beginning of the
meeting, student Joseph Pater
noster brought forth concerns
that the student protest on April
15 was not being planned and
organized properly. Paternos
ter claimed, “In order for this
to work, egos need to be set
aside. We’re students first, then
SGA President and Legislator
WILCOX, Cont. from p. 1
tion Treasurer said. “He has
b ro u ght so m uch from
R ensselaer. His non-traditional ideas brought something
new to Montclair State Univer
sity. He will be missed by
many.”
“I have had a wonderful
experience here. Our division
has initiated many new pro
grams and has improved ser
vices to students. Pve enjoyed

and nobody.” Paternoster said
that the SGA needs to take bet
ter advantage of resources be
sides students. “If you contact
parents, you’ll get at least one
lawyer and one accountant, and
they’ll be mad as hell.” Pater
noster said that the event may
not be as successful as hoped,
due to the fact that when he
contacted the office of the Gov
ernor, he was told that Gover
nor W hitman had not even
heard of the event.
Earlier, President Amy
Fisher mentioned that she had
spoken to Joan Ficke, and the
response from the teacher’s
union seemed supportive of the
students. Fisher further men
tioned that the University Sen
ate had unanim ously voted
down a proposal to support a
tuition raise for next year.
Finally, the times and lo
cations for the upcoming elec
tion were announced by Attor
ney
G eneral
Greg
MacSweeney. On Wednesday,
April 16, the polls will open at
8:00. a.m. The polls will be
open all day on April 16, 17,
and 21, being open from 8:00
a.m. to 8:00 p.m. On Wednes
day, April 23, the polls will
close for good at 3:00 p.m. The
polls will be open on Saturday,
April 19, from 8:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m., and will be open on Sun
day, April 20, from 5:00 to 8:30
p.m. Polls will be closed on
both Friday, April 18, and Tues
day, April 22. All undergradu
ate students are eligible, and en
couraged, to vote. The Presi
dent, Vice President, Treasurer,
Secretary, and Board of Trustee
Alternate for next year will be
elected.

SGA,” Wilcox said. “I have
learned a lot from President
Reid and know that Montclair
State’s future is in good hands.”
An acting Vice President
will be appointed to take over
a national search will begin to
find a permanent replacement
for the job. The process usu
ally takes six to nine months.
r::*: W
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sible that the 30 hour delay ex
TRIP, Cont. from p. 1 pensated for.
plains
its absence from the
Cindy Loffa, a sopho
sisters this spring break, things
began to go wrong right from more and a commercial recre schedule, ah airport official
the start. Their vacation was ation major, was one of the sis said. It is not clear then why
scheduled to begin on Sunday, ters who went on the trip. She Take-A-Break did not inform
March 16, and they were to de was told from a travel agent she th eir clien ts o f this delay
part from Newark Airport on knows that the reason why there sooner.
Michelle Hanusi, a fresh
Sunworld Airlines. However, was so much trouble getting
man
studying
early childhood
Take-A-Break moved their flights to and from Bahamas
flight to Friday, March 14 de was because Take-A-Break’s education, is also a Phi Sigma
parting from JFK airport in plane, the AY Atlantic, had been Sigma sister, who went on the
grounded by the FAA because trip along with Jalinda Briggs
New York City.
and
Shil
After
C
o
o
p
e
r
s
te
in ,
arriving at
also MSU stu
JFK ,
a
dents.
They
dam per was
stayed behind to
put on their
The worst part was knowing that
w ait for the
spirits when
they
knew
since
Saturday
night
Take-A -Break
no one they
charter flight to
that
they
didn’t
have
a
plane.
asked
had
come in, and it
ever heard of
They put us through hell.
took 41 hours
Sunworld
for it to arrive,
Donna
Batista
Airlines. Af
H anusi said.
(Soph. Travel and Leisure Major)
ter much conShe
and the oth
fusion they
ers
were sent
were
in 
back to their hotels, and were
formed by their travel agency, they had no license.
This has not been con provided with drinks but no
Tropical Tours, that Take-ABreak had pushed the flight firmed, however, and Take-A- food. Luckily, she and her
back to Sunday, because of Break could not be reached for friends had enough money to
“bad weather in the Bahamas.” a comment, because their cen buy something to eat.
They finally got their
Batista recalls returning tral offices in Boston were
flight
home at 10 p.m. on Mon
home and checking a newspa closed because of inclement
day, when it should have been
per to confirm Take-A-Break’s weather.
Aside from the possibil at 5 a.m. on Sunday. The pilot
excuse. She said, “When I
checked the newspaper, it was ity of a run in with the FAA, on the flight said a problem
Batista suggested that Take-A- with the plane caused the de
82 degrees (at Bahamas).”
But that was only the be Break purposely led them on lay, but Hanusi was forced to
miss her classes on Monday
ginning. On their return home, about having a flight home.
Beth Reissig, an unde and Tuesday because of the in
they were originally scheduled
to leave on Sunday, March 23 clared sophomore, was another convenience.
O ther problem s they
at 12 a.m., and then it was sister on the trip. Her conver
changed to March 23 at 5 a.m. sation with her mother on that faced ranged from an unkempt
At about 4:40 a.m. that morn morning of Sunday, March 23 hotel to lost luggage. Jackie
ing, when it was time to board, when the flight was canceled Ruege, a senior and a history
someone got on the intercom led Batista and the others to be education major, explained that
and said that their flight was lieve that Take-A-Break know once they finally arrived at the
definitely delayed. About five ingly told them an incorrect de Bahamas, they were taken to an
minutes later, someone said, parture time. Reissig’s mother orientation at Take-A-Break’s
“Your flight is definitely can told her that she had already office at the Bahamas.
There, the clients would
celed.” The person than asked called Newark Airport the night
everyone to go back to their before to find out the arrival be told the details of their trip,
hotels. Since everyone had al times for the incoming flights such as their itinerary. It was
ready checked out, people from the Bahamas. Reissig’s about 3:30 a.m., and to make
mother had discovered that matters worse they were not
went into a panic.
Batista said that when there was no such flight sched going to be told anything until
the next plane flew in, because
that was announced, “people uled to arrive at Newark.
Batista said, “The worst they did not want to repeat the
started crying, people started
screaming, and everyone went part was knowing that they speech.
The Towne Hotel, where
knew since Saturday night that
nuts.”
Since the girls did not they didn’t have a plane. They they were staying, had prob
lems of its own. The bathroom
know for certain whether they put us through hell.”
doors
and windows were bro
Newark Airport could not
would have a flight home or
not at the time, they bought confirm whether their flight, ken, and there was construction
tickets from other airlines to #332 from B aham as, was right across the street. Ruege
get to Newark. This is the ex scheduled to arrive in Newark said, “The pool was the size of
Continued on p. 4
pense Batista hopes to com that Sunday or not. It is pos

Write for the News Section!
e-mail: hancockk@alpha.montclair.edu
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In Memory of Yvonne
Charmion Collins
BY SUZY ClNEUS

T he B lue

and

W hite F amily

Yvonne Charmion Collins was
born March 4, 1974
in Atlanta Georgia.
She is the beloved
d au g h ter o f Rev.
H enry C. C ollin s
and P a tricia Ann
Paden. Yvonne at
tended
Public
Schools in Tallahas
see,
F lo rid a,
Law renceville and
W illingboro, New
Jersey. She is a 1992
g rad u ate
of
W illingboro High
School w here she
was an honor roll
student and cheerleader.
Upon
g ra d u a tin g
from
W illingboro High School, Yvonne
won many academic and extracurricu
lar awards. In September 1992 she
began Pre-med studies in the Health
Careers program at Montclair State
University. She was completing her
last semester for the Degree of Bach
elor of Science.
On the morning of March 10,
1997 Yvonne was found unconscious
and was rushed to Rancocsa Hospi
tal. Doctors determined that she had
internal bleeding in the brain. On
March 14, 1997, Yvonne was pro
nounced as deceased.
Yvonne was a loving person who
tried to bring love into the lives of ev
eryone she touched. She gave the
greatest gift, LOVE. Her radiance
will surely be missed on earth; but
God will surely enhance her radiance
in Heaven.
A Tribute

May 16, 1997 - Commencement
ceremonies will take place. Caps will

be thrown, balloons will be raised ac
companied by shouts of rejoicing
from graduates, friends, family, sib
lings and sighs of relief escape from
the lips of parents
and spouses. So it
will go from every
department except
for one, the Biol
ogy d ep artm en t.
This is not to say
that they will not
rejoice, not at all.
They will reflect
and remember their
dear friend and
classmate Yvonne
Collins. When the
B iology d e p a rt
ment stands, watch
them. They will
stand a little bit taller because they
have lost and this had made them ap
preciate what they have gained.
Their hearts are all beating un
der their gowns in anticipation. Un
fortunately, for all that were blessed
to know her, they realize that one heart
is missing. One heart has ceased. Yet
her spirit, her memory, and her laugh
lives on. This is why the Biology de
partment and the Health Careers Pro
gram students will stand taller, be
cause Yvonne is with them. I have wit
nessed the pow er o f Yvonne or
“Tweety” as we call her. She has
bridged the gap between race, color,
and majors to bring together persons
who would have never spoken before.
She has also solidified the union be
tween those of us who are sisters and
brothers. I, WE, personally thank you
Tweety. You have broken us down
only to build us up stronger and I thank
you and love you for that. The Blue
skies have gained a White star.
“God has given and God has
taken away, may the name of Jah be
glorified.”

Drug arrests up on campuses
by C olleen D eB aise
C ollege P ress S ervice

WASHINGTON—Drug arrests on
college campuses have soared in recent
years, but that’s due to more strict en
forcement than a growing number of
users, say campus officials.
Drug arrests jumped 18 percent in
1995, marking the fourth year in a row
with a double-digit increase in arrests,
according to an annual survey of 500 col
leges by the Chronicle of Higher Educa
tion.
There were 6,797 drug arrests and
15,208 arrests for alcohol violations, con
firming campus officials’ impressions
that alcohol is by far the biggest sub
stance abuse problem. Overall, however,
alcohol arrests rose only about 1 percent
from 1994.
The Chronicle survey found that in
cidences of other crimes dropped in
1995, which paralleled national trends.
There were 15 murders, down from 16
in 1994; 1,038 robberies, down from
1,157; and 16,011 burglaries, down from
16,789.
But the number of sex offenses rose
to 973, up from 955 in 1994.
Colleges that receive federal funds
are required by the 1990 Student Right-

to-Know and Campus Security Act to dis
close campus crime statistics. For its sur
vey, the Chronicle analyzed data from
only the largest universities—those with
more than 5,000 students.
Most of the drug arrests involving
LSD and cocaine were slightly higher,
the survey found.
Eleven colleges reported more than
100 drug arrests in 1995: Arizona State,
Michigan State, Northern Arizona and
San Jose State universities; Rutgers Uni
versity at New Brunswick and the uni
versities of Arizona, California at Ber
keley, Maryland at College Park, Michi
gan at Ann Arbor, North Carolina at
Greensboro, and Wisconsin at Madison.
The largest jump was at Northern
Arizona, where drug arrests increased by
40 percent in 1994, then 70 percent in
1995.
But according to Larry Barnett, di
rector of the university police depart
ment, the high numbers resulted from
aggressive enforcement. By 1996, the
number of drug arrests at NAU had
dropped 23 percent.
“The first thing we did when we
recognized there was an increase in al
cohol and drug violations was involve the
[campus] community,” he said. A few
C ontinued on p. 7

WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?
I *6-10 week INTERNSHIP with
I NO OBLIGATIONS
*3-6 college credits
*$1700.00 to S 2,900.00 pay
financial aid up to S4.050.00
•JOB OFFER as MARINE
LIEUTENANT upon graduation
w/ competitive starting salary
'Challenging and rewarding
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
*No on campus training,
uniforms or drills
"Guaranteed FLIGHT SCHOOL
if you can qualify
*Get in outstanding physical
condition

M arines

The Few. The Frond. The ¡Mannes.

MARINE

TRIP, Cont. from p. 3
a bathtub, and you had to avoid the de
bris when you swam.”
After all she experienced, Ruege
said, “I need another spring break to
recover from this one.”
The hotel also miscalculated the
seven days of the vacation, and wanted
to "kick them out” two days early. This
almost cost the girls two out of the
seven days they had paid for.
1 Kim Andrezzi, a sophomore and
a home economics major, found that
her things (along with five other vaca
tioners she met there) had been sent
elsewhere, possibly to Boston, when
she her sisters went to retrieve their
luggage after their flight home was

canceled. She eventually got it back,
but it was three days later and after she
had already replaced much of her daily
belongings and articles of clothing that
were in her suitcases.
Andrezzi also mentioned that
they all ended up paying extra for the
hotel, because the vacation group origi
nally consisted of 10 girls, not five.
When they asked their hotel if they
extra money would be refunded, they
were told it would be, but they never
received it.
At this point, all the girls wants
is their money back, and they hope that
knowing their story will prevent some
thing like this from happening to oth
ers.

OFFfCEIt

Learn to lead while still in college.
Find out about the Platoon Leaders Class, an alternative to ROTC.
You'll INTERN with the Marines for 6-10 weeks this summer and
earn $1700.00 to $2900.00. You'll get in great shape, earn 3-6
credits and learn what LEADERSHIP is all about. Best o f all, there
is NO COMMITMENT until AFTER graduation. It's a great way to
experience the military without incurring any obligation. For more
details, call:

1 ( 800) 627- 8762
Or see a representative at The Student Center
on TUE 8 / WED 9 Apr. 1997
from 10:30 am to 2:30 pm
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SILC
Presents

-

•

V

•

Volleyball Babee!!!
“Come out If You Dare”
Deadline: April 7th
For more info contact Kevin McClease at
x4962 or SILC Office Rm. 121 x5245.
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Obtained byCampus Police and Compiled byJohn J. O’Sullivan
A LA R M S:
3 /2 5 - A f ir e a la rm w as
triggered in Finley H all. W hen the
officers arrived, they found that the
alarm was accidentally set o ff by a
m aintenance worker.
3/26 - A Bohn Hall resident set
off the fire alarm after seeing some
o f her ex-boyfriend’s friends in the
dorm. She felt that they were there
to harm her.

3/30 - A Blanton Hall resident
was injured when she moved a chair
in her room. A splinter off o f the
chair stuck in her thigh. An EMT
treated her at the scene.
4/1 - A Stone Hall resident cut
his tow w hile w alking barefoot in
th e s ta g e a re a o f th e S p e e c h
B u ild in g . He re fu s e d m e d ic al
attention.

L ex u s in L o t 25 on M arch 27.
When he returned home, his father
found that the passenger side door
lock was dam aged.
3/31 - A Blanton Hall resident
received harassing phone calls for
the past three weeks.
OTHER:
3/15 (A rrest on w arrant) - A
v eh icle was sto p p ed for a m otor
vehicle violation on Q uarry Road.
H e rn an C a q u e s o f K e a rn y w as
arrested on an outstanding w arrant
fro m L ittle F a lls .
H e w as
tra n s p o rte d to an d le f t in th e
custody o f the L ittle Falls Police
Departm ent.

TH EFT:
3/27 - Two false fire alarm s
were sounded in Bohn H all. The
first was caused by an activated pull
s ta tio n on th e n in th f lo o r , th e
second was a pull station on the
e ig h th flo o r. T he C lifto n F ire
D e p a rtm e n t re s p o n d e d to b o th
alarm s.
3/31 - A fire a la rm w as
triggered in M allory Hall by w ater
le ak in g into a m e ch an ical room
sh o rtin g o u t an e le v a to r p a n e l.
M any sin k fa u c e ts w e re fo u n d
running in the two o f the food labs.
C e ilin g tile s w e re d a m a g e d in
rooms on the first and second floor.
The alarm system couldn’t be reset,
and the building was placed on a
fire watch.
M E D IC A L :
3/17 - A construction worker in
Finley Hall was injured when an
electrical box fell on his foot. He
was tran sp o rted to M ountainside
H ospital by am bulance.
3/25 - A young boy cut his
h e ad on a d o o r fra m e at the
Psychological Education C enter on
C lover Road. First aid was given,
and his m other took him to their
family doctor.
3/26 - A woman fainted in the
b a th ro o m at th e Du m o n t TV
Center. She was suffering flu-like
sym ptom s. She refused m edical
attention, and returned to her room
in Bohn Hall.
3/26 - A m aintenance w orker
fell from his ladder while he was
fixing a light fixture in the Student
Center, and injured his ankle. He
was brought to the H ealth Center.
3/27 - A Blanton Hall resident
e x p e r ie n c e d c h e s t p a in s and
s h o rtn e s s o f b re a th . She w as
b ro u g h t by a m b u la n c e to S t.
Jo sep h ’s H ospital.

3/25 - An art object was stolen
fro m th e f ir s t flo o r h a llw ay o f
C alcia Hall.
3/26 - A 1987 Dodge Omni was
stolen from Lot 23.
3/26 - A Stone Hall resident
reported that money was taken from
her desk drawer.
3/27 - A Blanton Hall resident
had clothes stolen from a third floor
laundry dryer.
3/27 - A Stone Hall resident
reported money was m issing from
her desk for a second time.
3/31 - A Bohn Hall resident
had two video games and some food
stolen from his locked room after
returning from Easter Break.

3/20 (A ssist other agency) - A
passing m otorist alerted officers to
an accident on Clove Road at Route
46. L ittle Falls Police Dept, was
c o n ta c te d , and M SU o f f ic e r s
assisted in traffic control.

3/24 (A ssist other agency) - An
o f f ic e r g a v e W ayne P o lic e
D ep artm en t w ith in fo rm atio n on
property stolen from MSU. Wayne
PD a r r e s te d a m a le fo r th e
possession o f the stolen property.
3/25 (T re sp a ssin g ) - An e x 
boyfriend o f a.Bohn Hall R esident
refu sed to leave the dorm room .
Her room m ate called the police, but
the su sp ect left the room before
police arrived.
3 /2 7 (A rre s t on w a rra n t) O fficers arrested D arrel Duval o f
East O range on a w arrant issued by
the Little Falls M unicipal C ourt He
w as in c a rc e ra te d in th e P a ssa ic
C ounty Jail after failin g to make
bail.
3/31 (CDS) - O fficers went to
Blanton Hall on a report o f the odor
o f m ariju an a com ing from a 5th
floor room. W hen they arrived, no
odor was present.

A TTEN TIO N !!!
READING DAYS FOR THE SPRING 1997
SEMESTER ARE SCHEDULED FOR
TUESDAY, MAY 6TH AND WEDNESDAY
MAY 7TH, 1997.
**NO CLASSES WILL MEET ON THESE DATES.**

THE EXAMINATION PERIOD
BEGINS ON THURSDAY MAY 8TH, 1997.

3/31 - A 1998 H o n d a w as
stolen from Lot 27.
C R IM IN A L
HARASSMENT:

M IS C H IE F /

3/25 - A pane o f g lass was
broken near an inner hallw ay door
in R ichardson Hall. An overturned
g a rb a g e can w as on th e flo o r
nearby.

College Students!
Fairleigh Dickinson University has exciting day camp positions for
its Camp Discovery programs offered on both the Florham-

3 /2 6 - T h ree fe m a le C lo v e
Road residents received harassing
and threatening phone calls.
3 /2 6 - M ale ro o m m a te s
received harassing phone calls over
a three week period.
3/28 - A m ale saw sp o tte d
rem oving a parking sign from the
g round , and a d escrip tio n o f the
man was obtained. The sign was
later recovered inside an apartm ent
hallway. The suspect couldn’t be
found.

Madison and Teaneck-Hackensack Campuses. Camp Discovery
will engage students in activities that include science, art, theater,
nature and sports.
Dates: June 30-August 8 ,1 9 9 7
Time: 9 a .m .-4:3 0 p.m.
Com pensation: Based on experience
For application please send resume to:
Fairleigh Dickinson University
Office of Continuing Education, H311A

Fairleigh Dickinson
University

1000 River Road
Teaneck, NJ 07666
Attn: Summer Employment
By phone: 1-800-338-3887

3/31 - A man parked his 1995

EEU

FDU is an equal opportunity/
affirmative action employer
committed to a diverisfied
workforce.
M/F/D/V
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years ago, Barnett started the Campus
Safety Aides programs, in which students
with police radios and mountain bikes
patrol areas that police cars can’t reach.
“They’re a real strong deterrent to
rapes and that sort of thing,” he said.
“The students have come across students
smoking marijuana. They’re basically
the eyes and ears of the police depart
ment.”
The 20 Campus Safety Aides are
paid by the university, and those who are
criminal justice majors can receive
course credit. But Barnett, like other
campus officials, reports that an increas
ing number of students are growing in
tolerant of their peers’ drug use. “We
saw a significant increase in students re
porting other students using drugs,” he
said. There were 133 drug arrests in
1995, up from 78 the previous year, and
many tips came from students sick of
drug use in their dorms,” he said.
NAU also increased its police pa
trols during “peak hours” to crack down
on offenders. Eight police officers now
patrol the campus during the prime time
for student parties, weekend nights from
9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
At University of Wisconsin at
Madison, arrests rose from 99 in 1994
to 126 the following year. Campus offi
cials say that’s because university police
beefed up patrols of a parking lot where

most of the drug activity seemed to origi
nate.
Cam pus officials told the
Chronicle that many kinds of campus
crime can be linked to drug and alcohol

^MONTCLARION

partment cracked down on drug and al
cohol abuse with the idea that “we would
be able to reduce the likelihood of sexual
assault,” Barnett said. The number of
reported rapes at NAU dropped from six

Drug arrests jumped 18 percent in
1995, marking the fourth year in a
row with a double-digit increase
in arrests

in 1994, to two per year in 1995 and 1996.
The Chronicle cautioned that the
“You are not as likely to get in a
data
collected
from the reports may un
fight if you fiften’t high,” Alan J. Lizotte,
executive director of the Consortium for derstate campus crime. Many univer
Higher Education Campus Crime Re sities do not include crimes that are re
search at the State University of New ported to officials other than the po
lice— such as deans or counselors—
York at Albany told the newspaper.
even
though the law requires them to
“You’re not as likely to be raped.
If you get rid of sellers, you get rid of do so, the Chronicle said.
Also, the reports only include
unsavory characters and keep students
crimes that occur on campuses, the
from being victimized.”
At NAU, the university police de newspaper said.
use.

a

ATTENTION!!!
THE MONTCLARION ELECTIONS WILL BE
HELD ON TUESDAY, APRIL 8
IN THE
MONTCLARION OFFICE AT 4 P.M.
t h

THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS ARE UP FOR RE-ELECTION
THIS YEAR:
. EDITOR-IN-CHIEF •
• MANAGING EDITOR •
. TREASURER •
. NEWS EDITOR •
. EDITORIAL EDITOR •

. ARTS EDITOR •
. FEATURES EDITOR •
• SPORTS EDITOR •
. PHOTO EDITOR •
. COPY EDITOR.

THERE ARE ALSO ASSISTANT EDITORIAL POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
FOR ELECTION RULES OR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT THE
MONTCLARION OFFICE AT 655-5169 OR STOP BY IN ROOM 113, OF THE SC ANNEX.
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Sum m er I
CIEE619
CIRL604
CIRL625
CIRL631
CISE310
CMAT677
SPED509
SPED519
SPED536
SPED649
SPED653
SPED654
SPED657
SPED658

M a y 15 - J u n e 2 5
Art* & Commlim ita tion
ARTH101
ARTH598
ARTS210
ARTS282
ARTS310
ARTS320
ARTS382
ARTS399
ARTS405
ARTS410
ARTS420
ARTS451
ARTS480
ARTS580
ARTS599
COMMI 10
COMM 120
COMM260
COMM323
COMM330
COMM363
COMM441
MUS 120
MUS 258
MUS 276
MUS 277
MUS 278
MUS 317
MUS 399
THEA101

APPROACHES TO WESTERN ART
GRAD RESEARCH SEMINAR
SCULPTURE
INTRO ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
ADVANCED SCULPTURE
ADVANCED PAINTING
ADV ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
FOUNDRY ARTS
DRAWING STUDIO
SCULPTURE STUDIO
PAINTING STUDIO
VISUAL COMMUNICATION LAB
COMPUTER ANIMATION
COMPUTER ART & DESIGN
INTERNSHIP
COMMUNICATION IN ACTION
MASS COMMUNICATION
ORAL INTERPRETATION
TV PRODUCTION
TV INTERNSHIP
PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMM RESEARCH FOUNDATIONS
MUSIC APPRECIATION
ELECTRONIC MUSIC 1
COMPOSITION WORKSHOP I
COMPOSITION WORKSHOP II
COMPOSITION WORKSHOP III
HIST AMER POP MUS SINCE 1950
FINALE MUSIC NOTATION
INTRO TO THEATRE

Humanitie* & Social Science*

The Courses You Need
To Take. . . When You
Want To Take Them

Lducalion
CIED203
CIED399
CIEE413
CIEE511
CIRL229
CMAT675
CMATfi78
CMAT680
CSP410
SPED542

TEACHING AS PROFESSION
ALIGN UNIT PLANS WITH STATE
TECHNOLOGY ACROSS CURRICULUM
ED ANDPSYTHRY +APPLI
LITERACY & LEARNING
INSTR THRY & PRCT FINE ARTS
INSTR THRY & PRCT SCI & HLTH
SCHOOL AND SOCIETY
ED TESTING & EVALUATION
FNDATNS LEARNING DISABIL

In Two Great Summer Sessions

Humanities & Social Science*
AACS150
AACS214
AACS303
AACS315
ANTH130
ANTH260
ANTH399
ENG 304
ENG 331
ENG 699
HIST101
HIST102
HIST205
HIST260
HIST30G
HIST365
FR 110
FR 111
FR 112
IT 110
SPANI 10
SPANI 11
SPANI 14
SPAN226
PHIL110
PHIL227
POL 120
POL 240
PSY 110
PSY 202
PSY 210
PSY 351
PSY 353
PSY 410
PSY 480
SOC 101
SOC 102
SOC 231
SOC 265
SOC 290
SOC 324
SOC 365
WS 110
WS 150

RACISM AND SEXISM IN US.
AFRICAN-AMER FAMILY LIFE
AFRICAN FAMILY LIFE
AFR-AMER BACKGRND FOR TEACHRS
INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
MYTH/FOLKLORE-MOD WORLD
GEOLOGY Ft PREHIST/SO WEST
AMER LIT 1865-1914
CREATIVE WRITING
RESEARCH AND THESIS
WEST CIV TO 1648
WEST CIV SINCE 1648
U S THROUGH CIVIL WAR
HISTORIOGRAPHY
EUROPE IN THE MIDDLE AGES
THE PACIFIC WAR
BASIC FRENCH 1
BASIC FRENCH II
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH 1
BASIC ITALIAN 1
BASIC SPANISH 1
BASIC SPANISH II
CONTEMP SPAN NATIVE SPKR
HISPANIC CULT II SPAN AM
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
EASTERN PHIL AND RELIGION
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCH 1APPL STAT
DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCH
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY
INTRO COUNSELING/PSYCH
SEMINAR IN PSYCH
PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY
SOCIAL PROBLEMS
SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
SEXUALITY IN MODERN LIFE
SOCIAL WORK/SOC WELFARE
SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION
SOCIAL DEVIANCE
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE US

Busine**
ACCT211
ACCT212
LAW 201
ECON201
ECON202
ECON210
ECON310
FIN 310
FIN 320
BSCOG03
MBAE778
MGT 300
MGT 305
MGT 309
MGT 340
MGT 431
MGT 460
MKT310
MKT316

FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
LEGAL ENVIRONMT BUSINESS
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECONOMIC STATISTICS!
MONEY & BANKING
MONEY & BANKING
CORPORATE FINANCE
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
MARKET PLANNING/STRATEGY
PRINCIPLES OF MANAGEMENT
MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INTERNATIONAL MGMT
LABOR 6- MANAGEMENT
PRODUCT/OPERATION MGMT
BUSINESS STRATEGY/POLICY
MARKETING
MULTINATIONAL MARKETING

COMM120
MASS COMMUNICATION
COMM220
RADIO & TV
COMM250
JOURNALISM
COMM260 • ORAL INTERPRETATION
COMM330
TV INTERNSHIP
COMM361
SUCCESSFUL BUS AND PROF COMMUN
COMM363
PUBLIC SPEAKING
COMM444
COMM RESEARCH FOUNDATION
MUS 120
MUSIC APPRECIATION
MUS 200
CONCERT CHOIR
MUS 211
CONCERT BAND
MUS 222
JAZZ ENSEMBLE
MUS 244
PRACTICAL MUSICIANSHIP
MUS 251
AUDIO RECORDING I: FUND OF SOUND
MUS 252
AUDIO RECORDING II
THEA101
INTRO TO THEATRE
. THEA446
THEATRE WORKSHOP 1

S u m m e r II
J u n e 30 - A u g u st 6
Art* & Communication
ARTH101
APPROACHES WESTERN AFT
ARTS270
PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTS282
INTRO ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
ARTS382
ADV ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING
ARTS399
INTERNSHIP
ARTS451
VISUAL COMMUNICATION LAB
ARTS470
EXPERIMENT PHOTO STUDIO
ARTS480
COMPUTER ANIMATION
ARTS570
PHOTOGRAPHY
ARTS580
COMPUTER ART & DESIGN
ARTS599
INTERNSHIP
ARTS680
ADV COMPUTER ANIMATION
COAR599
PHIL OF TELECOMMUNICATION
COAR625
DOCUMENTRY AMER TV
COAR627
INTRO TO RESEARCH
COMM110 COMMUNICATION IN ACTION

Education
C1EE516
CIEE605

GEN ANAT/PHYS
HUMAN BIOLOGY
FIELD BIOLOGY
GENERAL BIOLOGY I
GRAD INDEPENDENT READING
SEMINAR MOLECULAR BIO
WOMEN S HEALTH
STRESS MANAGEMENT
FOOD & NIITR A SOC ISSUES APR
HUMAN SEXUALITY
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY LAB
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1 LAB
GEN CHEMI LAB
COLLEGE CHEMISTRY LEC
GEN CHEM 1 LEC
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY 1LEC
COLLEGE PHYSICS 1
SPEECH DISORDERS
GRAD CLINICAL PRACTICUM
COMPUTER LIT MICROCOMP APPL
GENERAL GEOLOGY
WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY
CONTEMPORARY MATH
ELEM ALGEBRA WITH APPLICATIONS
COLLEGE ALGEBRA
PRECALCULUS
FINITE MATH
ELEMENTARY STAT I
CALCULUS 1
SPECIAL PHYSICAL EDUCTN
TRACK & FIELD
GOLF
BADMINTON
RACQUETBALL
VOLLEYBALL
TENNIS
SWIMMING
PE PERC IMP & EMOT DISTURB
EXPAND FAMILY ADAPT NUR
EXPAND FAM ADAPT NUR LAB
HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS: LAB

INTEGR TECH INTO CURRICULUM
TECHNOLOGY IN EDUCATION

Special Programs for Special Interests
1997 SUM MER W RITING INSTITUTE
Twentieth-Century American Poetry
June 26. 27. 30. July 1 & 2. 1997
9:00 a.in.-4:00 p in.
3 graduate credits
Fiction Writing Seminar I
July 14-18. 1997 (Mon.-Fri.)
9:00 a.in.-4:00 p in.
3 graduate credits
Remembering: From Image to Memoir (Creative
Nonfiction)
July 21-25. 1997 (Mon.-Fri.)
9:00 a.in.-4:00 p in.
3 graduate credits
Writing for the Magazine Market
July 28 - August I. 1997 (Mon.-Fri.)
9:00 a.in.-4:00 p.in.
3 graduate credits

Selected Topics for Educators:
Communicable and Chronic Diseases for
Educators
July 21-24. 1997 (Mon.-Thurs.).
10:00 a.in.-3:00 p in.
1 graduate credit or noncredit
MULTIMEDIA CERTIFICATE COURSES FOR
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS, MARKETING
PROFESSIONALS AND EDUCATORS
(.Introduction to Web Design
and Implementation
August 18-19 (Mon.-Tues.)
9:00 am-4:00 pin

noncredit

I (.Introduction to Multimedia Using
Macromedia Director
August 20-21 (Wed.-Thurs.)
9:00 ain-4:00 pin
noncredit

ELDERHOSTELS
Elderhostel I - July 13-19. 1997
(Sun.-Sat.). 8:00 a.in.-4:30 p.in.
I. The Nigh time Sky: Our View of the Universe
II. The Mystery Filin

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING PROGRAMS

Elderhostel II - July 20-26. 1997
(Sun.-Sat.). 8:00 a.in.-4:30 p.in.
I. Masters of Jazz
II. A Summer Jazz Festival
III. Ireland Through the Images of
William Duller Yeats

Developed to fit particular organizational needs,
cost-effective quality training sessions are offered
to your employees at your facility or on the college
campus.
• Computer Software Instruction (a state-ofthe-art networked multimedia computer
laboratory is used for training)
• English as a Second language
• foreign Language Instruction
• Business Writing Skills
• Communication Skills (public speaking,
presentation skills, etc.)
• Communication for Business and
Organizational Leaders

Science and Health
BIO 112
BIO 120
BIO 130
BIO 163
BIO 702
BIO 710
CMHL210
CMHL220
CMHL399
CMHL490
CHEM031
CHEM051
CHEM060
CHEM131
CHEM160
CHEM251
PHYS255
CODS261
CODS609
CS 201
ENV 115
GEO 150
MATH 110
MATH 111
MATH 115
MATH 116
MATH 120
MATH 130
MATH 160
PEAC255
PEAK163
PEAK165
PEAK167
PEAK168
PEAK262
PEAK264
PEAK267
PEDA460
NUR 312
NUR 314
NUR 502

PSYCH STDY CHILDN IN ED ENVIRON
RECENT TRENDS CHILD LIT
TCH READING M1D/SEC/COLLEGES
WRITTEN EXPRSS WITH WORD PROC
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
INSTR THEORY 8: PRCT: MATH
TCHG SLOW LEARNING CHILD
NATURE & NEEDS EXECPTNL CHILD
GUID/COMM PRGMS-DISABLED
SEM FUNCT ASPECT EMOT HN
DEMO TCHG EMOT HANDICAP
DEMO TCHNG DEV DISABLED
SEM CLINICAL APPLIC LD
DEVEL STRATGY LEARN DISABLED

Elderhostel/liabitat for Humanity 111
July 13-19. 1997 (Sun.-Sat.). 8:00 a.in.-4:30 p.in.
July 20-26. 1997 (Sun.-Sat.). 8:00a.in.-4:30p.m.
Elderhostel II & III participants are in cited to
attend WPC's week-long "Jazz it Up! " festival.
JA ZZ IMPROVISATION WORKSHOP FOR
HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE STUDENTS
July 20-26. 1997 (Sun.-Sat.) 8:00 a.in.-4:30 p.in.

AACS150
AACS212
AACS215
AACS310
ANTH130
ANTH408
ANTH450
ENG 110
ENG 150
ENG 302
ENG 481
ENG 490
ENG 599
ENG 619
ENG 621
ENG 634
ENG 699
- HIST101
HIST 102
HIST206
HIST314
HIST350
HIST371
HUMH498
HUMH499
FR 110
FR 111
FR 113
GER110
GER 111
IT 110
IT 111
JPAN110
JPAN111
SPAN110
SPAN111
SPAN112
SPAN113
PHIL110
PHIL200
PHIL210
PHIL227
POL 110
POL 120
PSY 110
SOC630
WS 110
WS 150

RACISM AND SEXISM IN US
AFRICAN-AMERICAN MUSIC
AFRICAN HISTORY I
RECENT INTERP IN AFR-AM STUDIES
INTRO TO ANTHROPOLOGY
INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA
SHAMANS/WITCHES/MAGIC
WRITING EFFECTIVE PROSE
INTRO TO LITERATURE
ENG LIT ROMANTIC-MODERN
SEMINAR AMER LIT: POE & HAWTHORNE
INTERNSHIP
REMEMBER IMAGE TO MEMOIR
WRITING FOR MAGAZINE MARKET
FICTION WRITING SEM I
20TH CENT AM POETRY
RESEARCH AND THESIS
WEST CIV TO 1648
WEST CIV SINCE 1648
US SINCE CIVIL WAR
HISTORY OF NJ
AMERICAN SLAVERY
MODERN CHINA
HUM HON RESRCH IND STUDY
HUM HON THESIS IND STUDY
BASIC FRENCH I
BASIC FRENCH II
INTERMEDIATE FRENCH II
BASIC GERMAN
BASIC GERMAN II
BASIC ITALIAN I
BASIC ITALIAN II
BASIC JAPANESE I
BASIC JAPANESE II
BASIC SPANISH I
BASIC SPANISH II
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II
INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY
ETHICS
LOGIC
EASTERN PHIURELIGION
INTRO TO POLITICS
AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
ETHNIC EXPERIENCE
WOMEN'S CHANGING ROLES
RACISM/SEXISM IN THE U S

Busin«»
ACCT211
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING
ACCT212
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING
ECON201
MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECON202
MICROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES
ECON211
ECONOMIC STATISTICS II
FIN 320
CORPORATE FINANCE
FIN 435
PRINCIPLES OF INVESTMENT
MGT 300
PRINCIPLES MANAGEMENT
MGT 305 * MGMT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MGT 315
HUMAN RESOURCE PLAN/DEV
MGT 431
PRODUCT + OPERATIONS MGMT
MGT 460
BUS STRATEGY/POLICY
MGT 480
SEMINAR MANAGEMENT
MKT 310
MARKETING
MICT 314
ADVERTISING
MKT 430
PRODCT PLANNING/MGMT
Science and Health
BIO 113
BIO 120
BIO 130
BIO 164
BIO 335
BIO 399
BIO 599
CMHL120
CMHL220
CMHL490
CHEM032
CHEM052
CHEM061
CHEM132
CHEM161
CHEM252
PHYS110
PHYS170
PHYS256
CODS609
CS V30
CS 201
CS 230
ENV 115
MATH 105
MATH110
MATH111
MATH 116
MATH 120
MATH 130
MATH 160
MATH 161
MATH202
PEEL204
PEEP490
PEGEl 50

GEN ANAT & PHYS
HUMAN BIOLOGY
FIELD BIOLOGY
GENERAL BIOLOGY 11
FIELD BOTANY
INSECT DIVERSITY & ECOLOGY
INSECT DIVERSITY & ECOLOGY
CURRENT HEALTH ISSUES
STRESS MANAGEMENT
HUMAN SEXUALITY
ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY LAB
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LAB
GEN CHEM II LAB
ORGANIC BIOCHEMISTRY LEC
GEN CHEM II: LECT
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY II LEC
INTRO TO PHYSICS
ASTRONOMY
COLLEGE PHYSICS 11
GRAD CLINICAL PRACTICUM
INTRO COMPUTER BASIC
COMP LIT MICROCOMP APPL
COMPUTER SCIENCE I
GENERAL GEOLOGY
PREPARATORY ALGEBRA
CONTEMPORARY MATH
ELEM ALGEBRA WITH APPLC
PRECALCULUS
FINITE MATH
ELEMENTARY STAT 1
CALCULUS 1
CALCULUS II
LINEAR ALGEBRA
TENNIS 1
INTERN IN EXERCISE PHYS
FITNESS FOR LIFE

SUMMER TRAVEL

SUMMER INSTITUTE IN HEALTH
EDUCATION FOR TEACHERS

The Ancient Anasazi: Geology and Prehistory
of America's Southwest
May 18-31. 1997
3 undergraduate credits or noncredit

Selected Topics in Nutrition for Educators
July 7-10. 1997 (¿Vlon.-Thurs.)
10:00 a.m.-3.00 p in.
1 graduate credit or noncredit

Italy, The Grand Tour: Rome, Florence and
Places in Between
May 23-June 3. 1997 noncredit

Selected Topics in Mental and Emotional Health
for Educators
July 14-17. 1997 (Mon.-Thurs.)
10:00 a.in.-3:00 p in.
I graduate credit or noncredit

Mexico: From the Mayans to the Biosphere
July 11-20. 1997
3 undergraduate credits or noncredit

F o r m o r e in f o r m a t i o n o n a n y o f th e s e p r o g r a m s ,

To b egin y o u r ap p lica tio n /re g istratio n
p ro cess, y o u m u st first call th e
O ffice o f A dm issions, toll free

1-888-4WILPAT.
R egistration dates for visiting students
are:

Summer I - April 28 - May 15
Summer II - April 28 - June 30

p le a s e c a ll T h e C e n t e r f o r C o n t i n u i n g E d u c a t i o n a t

201- 595- 2436.

(UPC

William Paterson College • W ayne, N ew J ersey 07470
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Health Fair emphasizes a new state of mind and body
V ictoria T engelics
A ssistant C ampus Life Editor
by

y blood pressure is 126/72
and I am in average shape for
a woman my age. I found
this out at the Health Fair, which kicked
off Wellness Week on Wednesday. In
formation on everything from high
blood pressure to drug abuse was offered
at the booths set up in the Student Cen
ter Ballrooms.
The Department of Health Pro
fessions, Physical Education, Recre
ation and Leisure Studies held a fitness
evaluation and being a health conscious
person I decided to see how I rate. There
were many other students getting their
fitness levels evaluated too. First they
took my blood pressure which was
pretty good; high blood pressure is 140/
90 or higher.
Flexibility was the next test I
found out that I am pretty inflexible. To
test for this you have to sit on the floor
with your legs straight forward and
reach as far forward as possible; I could
barely reach beyond my toes.
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Next they did the test that every
woman dreads, they made me get on a
scale. This was traumatic. Anyway I
weigh...Not! That was not half as bad
as when they checked my body fat ra
tio.
After that they conducted the ex
ercise part of the evaluation, I had to
sign a release to participate (in case you
I was to pass out). They checked my
heart rate and blood pressure again and
then I got on an exercise bike while two
people in white lab coats proceeded to
take my blood pressure and heart rate
while increasing the workload. At this
point I felt like a lab rat.
At the conclusion of the test they
went over the results with me and helped
me design an exercise program. After I
left there I decided to get my strength
tested at the YMCA’s table, all that
working out is not paying off as much
as it should be.
I also decided to take many of
the quizzes that were offered such as the
temper test, unfortunately for my friends
and co-workers I have a bad temper.
This could cause very bad health affects

going to be more
diffibultlô âcfféii/è

not to mention what it will do to my
social status. I also found out that I am
extremely stressed (a fact I already
knew) so I picked up some pamphlets
on breathing techniques and meditation.
According to the Wellness Index, based
on a questionnaire given out by the Cen
ter for The Health Services and Wellness
Programs, I am not very well either.
A lot of information on AIDS
was available; the health and wellness
center is offering anonymous HIV test
ing on Friday between 11:30 a.m. and
2:30 p.m. (by appointment only). I also
found lots of information about stress
management and relaxation techniques
(I really need this). There was also in
formation on drug abuse, smoking and
alcoholism and places to go to receive
help here on campus along with private
facilities and programs.
Information on other health prob
lems such as depression, anorexia and
overeating were also available. A warn
ing on the date rape drug Rohypnol
(Roofies) was handed out by the Wellspring Program. Misuse by people
when using Roofies could cause death

money to spend
on supplies for my

and incidents of the drug slipped into a
woman’s drink to have her not remem
ber a sexual assault have also been re
ported.
Some of the health insurance
companies had representatives attend,
such as Aetna and HIP Health Plan.
Hospice Care, a nonprofit organization
designed to help care for the terminally
ill, also had a table at the fair. Other
organizations represented included the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society and
Moutainside Hospital.
Also, there will be a blood drive
on Monday, April 7, from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m., you don’t need to register ahead
of time, just stop in and donate.
I was very glad I attended the
Health Fair, I received some important
information on my health and how I can
take better care of myself. There are
many campus organizations that can
help with any amount of problems that
may occur in life. Diet and fitness are
not the only important part of living
healthy, state of mind has a direct im
pact on health and you may not even
notice it.
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Rob K enney
S taff W riter
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s the n ation’s num ber one
killer, heart disease takes the
lives of 940,00 Americans
each year-claiming one out of every two
deaths. American men face a 42 per
cent chance of developing heart disease.
However, heart disease is not just a male
health problem. Half of all heart attack
deaths occur in women; and more
women die of heart disease than from
any other cause.
Many factors contribute to the risk
of developing heart disease. High blood
pressure, diabetes, and too much cho
lesterol in the blood all can play a role.
College students beware! Many of you
probably have R IS K(realize ignorance
slowly kills) stamped across your fore
heads. Consider the following point: In
one minute it would take 45-50 beats of
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a well-conditioned heart to pump the
same amount of blood as 70-75 beats of
an inactive person’s heart. This would
add up to over 36,000 more beats per
day for an inactive heart. That adds up
to more than 13 million more times per
year!
Up to 40% of all deaths due to heart
disease are directly attributable to smok
ing. A sm oker has double a nonsmoker’s risk of heart attack and is 70%
likelier to die from it.
The truth is nothing changes a
person’s lifestyle, more drastically, than
a heart attack. A few weeks ago, my
friend nearly lost her father. She had
the experience of touching her father’s
cold, lifeless body. To him the experi
ence was something he “would never
wish upon anyone.” He has since
stopped smoking and claims he will be
able to “ Run a 100-yard-dash faster than
anyone of his daughter’s friends.”

We need a Features Editor for next
year...come to the SC annex 113,
Tuesday, April 8 @ 4p.m. and get
involved!!!!

T hu».

Morris Rubin,96 Years Young and Still Doing Yoga!
Panzer Gym, 11 a.m.- 12 p.m.
HIV Risk Reduction. SC 417,noon.

3
April
Fri.
A
A

Resume Writing. Career Services, SC 411. 10 a.m.
Anonymous HIV Testing. Health Center, call
x4361 for an appointment. 11:30 a.m.

1
April
SttJSun.

Sunday - Mass. 11 a.m. Dickson Hall,
room 178.

5 /
April
Mon.

Blood Drive. SC Ballrooms A & B. 10 a.m.- 3p.m.

r-j

7

Amnesty International Meeting. 2 p.m., Student
Center Rm 408.

•

April!
Tues. I

Career Fair. SC Ballrooms noon-3p.m.
Multicultural Fashion Show. SC Ballrooms,
7:30 p.m. $ 3 admission to benefit sickle cell anemia
sufferers.

8
April:
Wed.

Salsa Meringue Workshop, 5p.m. SC Annex 100
PRIDE meeting 5:30p.m. SC rm 418
Wellness Week Closing Ceremony.
Blanton Quad. 7:30 p.m.

9
April

,y j£ Rs/

T hu».

Class One Concerts general membership
meetings. SC Cafe C. 4 p.m.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship. 7:30 p.m.
SC rm. 412.

10
April

VAL K I L M E R
G arry D oxy
S taff W riter

by

id you know that during its al
most ninety-eight years of
existence, M ontclair State
University has gone through seven
presidents including the present Dr.
Irvin Reid? Did you also know that
beside Dr. Reid, there was another
black American who contributed to the
advancement of the University?
Dr. David W. D. Dickson, the
fifth president, was bom of hard-work
ing Jamaican parents in 1919 in Port
land. “ I was fat, lazy, and did not walk
or talk until 1 was eighteen months
old,” said Dr. Dickson in his mem
oirs. At eighteen, he was considered
an introvert with no real chance with
the ladies. However, this born-introvert was later to enjoy four years of
academic success at Bowdoin College
as a debater, writer, and “ winner of
several speaking awards.”
After his years at Bowdoin, he
was accepted on scholarship and fel
lowship at Harvard University in 1941.
He enrolled in the English Literature
doctoral program. There, his Jamai
can American background did not im
prove his lot with either the faculty or
some of the students, who questioned
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his presence there and the few other
students like him. But that did not dis
courage him. “ Harvard gave us a
splendid education. If none of us grew
to love the place, we all deeply appre
ciated its intellectual splendor,” he
said. He graduated in 1948, after a
brief interruption because of World
War II.
After several posts as a profes
sor at Michigan State University and
Northern Michigan University, Dr.
Dickson accepted the Presidency of
Montclair State College in 1973. In
his inaugural speech he delineated
three conditions to honor a worthy col
lege. The first was that an institution
of higher education should have “an
ultimate concern for truth” second, the
institution should believe in “the wider
human community” and third it should
rejoice “in the abundant life of body,
mind and spirit.”
Our seventh president, who was
considered at the time of his appoint
ment in 1989 by The Montclarion as
“bubbly, exciting, educated, friendly,
witty, and very cool,” seem to share
such a view. Montclair State, under
his leadership has become a university
and is ever increasingly opening its
doors to students of all kinds, origins,
and nationalities.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
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Never reveal
your name.
Never turn
your back.
Never surrender
your heart.
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Rita Bronnenkant
ife has a way of taking us in di versity hospital, even though the FDA
rections we never dreamed of. had not approved the drug for public use.
Look at 1993 H arvard Law Other topics covered by this site include
School graduate Andrew Klein. He not Bosnia, Gay Rights, the environment,
only started the Spring Street Brewing health care, and militias. See what you
Company, he also developed the first are missing!
It’s about time in the semester for
World Wide Web based stock market
mechanism through which persons are a good laugh. Comics du Jour,http://
able to trade shares without having to in te rn e t-p la z a .n e t/z o n e /c o m ic s /,
use brokers or pay commissions. Check brought a smile to my face. They include
out K le in ’s business at http :// Cafe Angst, Fisher, USS Utopia, and my
plaza.interport.net/w itbeer/ and his favorite, Ozone Patrol. You deserve a
W itC apital C orporation at http:// break!
Did you complete that income tax
www.witcap.com/cap_l .htm.
I don’t know about you, but I’ve form yet? I know, you’d rather write a
heard more than I care to about the paper on the history of lint. Alas, it must
Heavens Gate group. Early news reports be done! Get some help from a list of
about the tragic events labeled them as essential do-it-yourself sites for the
savvy taxpayer
a cult and men
(that’s you), http:/
tioned that they
“ The Internet is no different
/www.zdnet.com/
created web sites
yil/content/profit/
than newspapers, magazines, TV.
on the Internet,
i n v e s t /
as though the
radio, etc...”
ta x _ p re p .h tm l.
two things are
H opefully this
somehow linked.
The Internet is no different than will make it a little less painful. I don’t
new spapers, m agazines, TV, radio, recommend visiting the IRS site, http://
etc.,except that more people now have www.irs.treas.gov, unless you can do it
the opportunity to express their opinions early in the morning. We’re talking five
publicly. Bomb recipes, terrorists, cults, a.m. -eight a.m. A couple weeks ago I
and other weirdos all existed long be tried to download a form only to get a
fore the rise of the net. This at least gives message that said, “The IRS ftp server
us a window through which to view can handle 1200 requests sim ulta
them.*
neously. If you are reading this message
What about the news that doesn’t it means that more than 1200 people are
make Dan Rather’s list? A site called attempting to access this server.” Early
This Just In brings you the news you the next morning I was able to grab the
won’t find in the mainstream press at form off the web in seconds. Timing is
http://intemet-plaza.net/zone/thisjustin/ everything.
It is noted that last week the MSU
index.html. The stories are meant both
to inform and to catalyze debate on top Summer Session schedule was not yet
ics that might never receive any press, available. I naturally checked the MSU
e.g. the use of BGH (Bovine Growth home page - Summer Session link - ever
Hormone) by chemical and agribusiness the optimist that the info would be there.
giants to increase production. BGH was No such luck. Guess they are just not
being used on the U niversity of ready for that yet. By the time you are
Wisconsin’s own dairy herd. BGH-pro- reading this the dead tree edition should
duced milk and dairy products were be be available. Scuse me while I go track
ing served in the student union and uni it down! CU next week.
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THEATRE SERIES
Departm ent of Th eatre and D ance
-p r e s e n t s -

PIPPIN
the magical musical
April 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12 at 8 pm
April 6 & 11 at 2 pm

STUDIO THEATRE
call (201) 655-5112 for reservations

know the Career Fair is com
ing on April 8th. How can I
get the most from it? I don’t
w anutrw aaste this opportunity.
The Career Fair has something
to offer everyone, but what you
gain and how you should pre
pare, depends upon where you are in
your education. If you are choosing a
major and/or your career direction use
the Fair to gather information. In this
case, approach the employer, introduce
yourself and explain that you are mak
ing academic and career decisions and
would like to learn more about his/her
organization and the opportunities avail
able.
If you are job hunting, however,
get prepared ahead of time. For start
ers, come to Career Services and watch
our videotape on career fairs to learn
how to present yourself effectively.
In addition: l.Come to Career
Services to pick up the list of employ
ers who are coming to the Fair and learn
the kinds of positions that are available.
2.Decide which employers you want to
meet before the Fair. 3. Research those
companies/organizations you are really
excited about. 4.Make sure your resume
is ready. (If you have any questions re
garding your resume, come to Career
Services and have it critiqued before the
Fair.)
At the Fair, Introduce yourself and
ask questions such as: l . How long be
fore graduation should I send you a re
sume? 2. What kinds of skills and expe
rience do you look for in the ideal can
didate? 3. What kinds of jobs do liberal
arts major s generally start out with?
4.How w ould you describe your
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organization’s culture? 5. Rehearse your
introduction before the Fair so that you
will speak with ease. 6. Feel free to ask
for a business card after you have spo
ken to the recruiter. If you’ve hit it off
and have spoken for some time, it would
be smart to send a note, thanking the
recruiter for his/her time and the infor
mation provided.
All sessions will be held in
room 106
l Oc in the Student Center Annex.
I’ve heard that there are some
Icomputerized programs that I
can use to help me figure out
reer might be appropriate for me,
what care
but I don’t know anything about them.
Does Career Services have anything like
this?
Absolutely! Career Services
now has Focus, a computerized
career and educational plan
ning system that will help you assess
your interests, work values, and aca
demic strengths and explore occupa
tions, educational programs and career
paths which can satisfy your interests
and needs.
Focus is comprised of six phases
which take between 10 and 20 minutes
to complete. Each phase is designed to
tackle different career questions deal
ing with various stages of career devel
opment and you can begin your explo
ration at whichever phase is appropri
ate for you. Focus automatically prints
out your results which you can then dis
cuss with your career coùnselor.
Although Focus doesn’t have all
the answers about your career future, it’s
a great place to start. To take advantage
of this excellent new resource, stop by
soon!
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The Real World
by the students of the Cooperative Education Program

Thanks to this experience, I was able to
use my ability to network within my
field.
Since my senior year in high
My present co-op position, is at
school, my life has been filled with di Rhyne Communications, as a Manage
lemmas. At that time, I wasn’t sure what ment Support Administrator. My duties
college or university I would attend. at this company include handling tele
Once I chose to pursue my education at phone inquiries, customer service and
Montclair State University, I wasn’t sure light office duties.
what major I would enter. After I made
Thanks to these two co-op experi
the decision to major in Consumer Af ences, I have gotten the chance to view
fairs, my next dilemma was what to do two sides of the Consumer Affairs field;
once I graduated. Since my major re the governmental aspect of it (from the
quires me to apply for Co-op, I thought Division of Consumer Affairs) and the
this would be the perfect solution for my corporate aspect (from Rhyne Commu
dilemma.
nications).
My first co-op position was at the
These two totally different views
NJ Division of Consumer Affairs, as the that have now created another dilemma
Special Aide to the Director. I assisted in my life! Both the Division of Con
the director in handling monthly and fis sumer Affairs and Rhyne Communica
cal year reports, assisted the Chief of tions have offered me positions after I
Staff with the Elder Task Force, and at graduate. This is a dilemma, however,
tended many different board meetings. that I gladly welcome!
by

E duardo G onzalez
S taff W riter
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Th e a tre S e rie s’ Pippin is perfectly m agical
by

M ichelle F olger
S taff W riter

he magical musical Pippin opens
in the Studio Theatre tonight,
Thursday, April 3.
This song and dance story of a
young man’s quest for self-fulfillment
is loosely based upon the life of the el
dest son of Charlemagne, the emperor
of the Holy Roman Empire in the eighth
century.
Under the creative direction of
guest artist and MSU faculty member,
Jim Ligon, the show takes off with the
high energy performances of the cho
rus in the opening number, led by
Julianne Blake and James Tabeek in the
roles of the Lead Players. Traditionally
cast as one male Lead Player, Ligon puts
his signature on this Tony Award-win
ning musical by double casting the Lead
Player as a man and woman team.
Ligon’s untraditional casting con
cept works well and compliments the
show by making it visually and contex
tually stronger. However, because the
musical numbers are written for a male
voice, the adding of a female voice cre
ated a vocal challenge for Blake.
Although forced to sing out of her
range, Blake does a tremendous job of
magically pulling off the challenge of
Ligon’s concept and pairs up well with
James Tabeek as the husband and wife
team who run the show. Both Blake and
Tabeek are talented dancers and all
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energy to the show with
terrific improvisations and
the outstanding choreogra
phy of John Henry Rew.
Rew does a professional
job of polishing the show
with his innovative chore
ography.
MSU faculty mem
ber Eric Diamond does a
fine job in his musical di
rection and highlights the
show with his finely tuned
m usicians and terrific
blending of the chorus in
the song, “Morning Glow.”
The entire produc
tion glows with the beau
tiful lighting design of
MSU student Shawn
PRESS RELEASE PHOTO
Robinson. Robinson illu
Michael Aquino (Pippin) and Alicia Williams (Catherine) from Pippin.
minates the mood of each
scene with subtle amber
silhouettes
and
a variety of interspersed
around terrific performers.
who “restores Pippin’s faith in life” and
Michael J. Aquino does an “ex compliments Aquino with her beauty hues and shades.
MSU alumna Jennifer Larsen adds
traordinary” job in the title role of Pip and fine singing voice.
O ther fine perform ances are sensual texture to the production with
pin. Although his physical comedy was
slightly contrived, his lyrical delivery turned in by V ictoria E lizabeth her colorful costumes.
Pippin, a finely crafted production
in his musical numbers was first rate. Cozzolino as Pippin’s mother, Fastrada
In particular, “Comer of the Sky” and and Tim Wright in the role of Charles, is a creative and magical night of enter
his duet w ith A licia W illiam s as Pippin’s father. Wright has a terrific tainment worth seeing.
Performances run April 3-5, 10Catherine in “Love Song” were deliv booming voice that commands the stage
12
at
8 p.m. with matinee shows, April
ered with great lyrical emotion.
while Cozzolino is an all around pro
Alicia Williams is cast well in the fessional in every aspect of her perfor 6 and 11 at 2 p.m. Additional shows
have been added Saturday April 5 at 2
role of Catherine as the widow with a mance.
The chorus of players added great p.m. and Wednesday, April 9 at 8 p.m.
son (played by local Maddie Garber)

Ford and Pitt give O scar winning performances
by

D ennis D eM ercurio
S ports E ditor

n Columbia Pictures’ The D evil’s Own, both
H arrison Ford and Brad Pitt give stellar
perform ances. Pitt plays Francis “Frankie”
McGuire, who, after witnessing his father being shot
to death because he was thought to be a Republican
sympathizer, has taken up arms and has become one
of the Irish Republican Army’s most lethal soldiers.
In his quest for victory over the British,
“Frankie” is sent to America to acquire a shipment of
Stinger missiles. He is taken as a boarder, under the
alias of Rory Devaney, by Ford’s character, Tom
O ’Meara, a New York City policeman. Tom and his
wife, Sheila (Margaret Colin) and his three daugh
ters happily and lovingly accept Rory as part of their
family.
This is a great conflict for Rory, as he never had
the opportunity of being loved by a family since the
death of his father. He does not want any harm to
come to the O ’Meara family, but has a mission to
accomplish. One, he hopes, will enable him and his
fellow soldiers to one day have families of their own
in a British-free Ireland.
Ford’s character is burdened with a conflict of
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his own as his partner shoots and
kills an unarmed thief. Knowing
that his partner, Eddie Diaz
(Ruben Blades) is three years
from retirem ent and would
surely face criminal charges,
Tom covers for him.
Rory, who has fallen in
love with the sister of one of his
dead comrades, Megan (Natascha
McElhone) has asked her to help
along with another Irish friend,
Sean (Paul Ronan) as the deal for
the weapons goes awry. Billy
Burke (Treat Williams), the busi
nessman from whom Rory is
KEN REGAN/COLUMBIA PICTURES
purchasing the missiles, decides
Harrison Ford and Brad Pitt team up for The Devil’s Own.
to force Rory to complete the
point where you find yourself cheering for him. At
transaction sooner than he is able.
It is at this time that Tom discovers Rory’s iden the same time, you want Ford’s character to stop him
tity and plan. The action begins in earnest and doesn’t and persuade Pitt’s character to turn himself in. As I
stop until the final scene, which is a great surprise. watched the final scene, I couldn’t decide who would,
Both Ford and Pitt give Oscar-caliber performances or who should, live.
The Devil’s Own is easily one of the best mov
and this film is one of the best from both actors. Pitt
makes you like a character that you shouldn’t, to the ies this year, deserving four four leaf clovers!
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Ew oks and X -W ings: a dangerous com bination
by

C hristopher N avetta
S taff W riter

eath Stars must not come
cheaply, but I guess the evil
Galactic Empire is just
loaded. By the opening of the third
installment of the original Star Wars
Trilogy, which was re-released March
14th, Darth Vader and his Imperial pals
are more than half done with a brand
spanking new station of destruction just
ready to wreak havoc on the Rebel Alli
ance. Thankfully, the Rebels have a fine
assortment of new ships, blasters, and a
legion of furry new allies, as well as
some truly stunning CGI effects with
which to combat the new threat. The fi
nal act of the Star Wars Trilogy Special
Edition follows in the footsteps of A New
Hope (Star Wars) and The Empire
Strikes Back with a impressive selection
of new scenes, digital effects, and re
mastered sound, all ready to blow away
the audience. Unfortunately, the new
goodies have to take second place to the
truth gnawing at every Star Wars fan’s
gut for years... Jedi simply can’t com
pete, story and character-wise, to its two
predecessors.
Star Wars introduced the main
characters of this trilogy to us, as any
good first act of a play would. Empire
took those characters to incredible
heights of drama and appeal. However,
Jed i, w ith the exception o f Mark
Hamill’s Skywalker and David Prowse/
James Earl Jones’ Vader, there seems to
be little or no character development at
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all. Han Solo (Harrison Ford), arguably
the most dynamic and realistic persona
of the first two stories, is placed in the
position of a second-string character,
simply leading a couple of camouflage
lackeys through a forest (and it’s too bad
being frozen in carbonite makes you
gain tw enty pounds, m iraculously
changes the color of your pants, and
makes you boring). Princess Leia (Car
rie Fisher) takes the news that she
French-kissed her brother several times
way too lightly, and Lando Calrissian’s
(Billy Dee Williams) beer belly speaks
volumes about how many Colt 45s he
has been guzzling while on Tattooine.
Even the plot leaves much to be desired,
compared to the others, as it is just a
variation on A New Hope: Find big
space station, blow up big space station.
Moreover, following the broadened ap
peal of the second movie, Lucas saw fit
to try to expand the audience (and his
paycheck) even further by aiming at a
younger audience via the addition of the
Ewoks, furry little half-Wookies that
many fans consider the worst aspect of
any incarnation in the Star Wars uni
verse.
There are many good points to
Jedi which, fortunately, help to balance
out the plot holes and lack of character
development. The new “Jedi Rocks”
musical number in Jabba the Hutt’s pal
ace, is incredibly realistic, even if
cheesy in subject matter. Star Wars cre
ator George Lucas’ technicians at Indus
trial Light and Magic (ILM) outdid

Fleet ofX-Wing Fighters pursue Imperial forces.
themselves with this scene. It is one of
the first times that a completely CGI
character meshes properly with its back
ground. (The original Star Wars Special
Edition’s Jabba just seemed too brightly
lit for the surroundings he was supposed
to be in.) Sy Snoodels and the rest of
the Max Reebo band, however, work
beautifully insofar as they really feel like
a part of the scene, and don’t stick out
like a Wampa in the Mos Eisley Cantina.
The other great feature of Jedi is its re
vamped ending, which gives the audi
ence gliriipses of the celebration of the
Empire’s downfall, albeit curiously pre
mature in this writer’s opinion, over
three planets: Tattooine, Bespin, and

Make Your

S u m m er
shine at

Kean-

Enroll in Kean's Summer Session undergraduate and graduate courses.
Enjoy summer barbeques, weekends at the shore, and hundreds of undergraduate and
graduate programs at Kean College. Choose from the humanities, sciences, business and
technology, and education specializations - day, evening or external. Teachers can earn mas
ters or certification credits. Enhance your skills to improve your profession. Complete or enrich
your degree program.
Varied course offerings by Schools of Business, Government and Technology; Education;
Liberal Arts; Natural Sciences, Nursing and Mathematics; Graduate.

Summer Session I: May 19 - June 26, 1997
Summer Session II: June 30 - August 7, 1997
Registration:
Summer Session I: May 13, 19*
Summer Session II: June 24, 30*
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The future never looked better.

PHOTO COURTESY STAR LEDGER

even the Im perial hom ew orld of
Coruscant (which bears a striking re
semblance to Batman's Gotham City),
all courtesy of the aforementioned ILM.
Finally, it must be said that even
though Jedi doesn’t exactly stack up
against the first two Star Wars install
ments, it is by no means a bad movie. It
is still exceptional compared to most scifi flicks. The space battle at the end, now
over 14 years old, still blows away most
sfx shots today. It is only to say that it
was hard to measure up to its big broth
ers. After all, it is Star Wars - even if
it’s bad, it’s still pretty good!
Until the next installment, may the
Force be with you.

Battle of
the Bands
by J odi Kastel
A sst . A rts E ditor

onight at 7p.m. in the Ratt,
C lass One C oncerts is
sponsoring a Battle of the
Bands. The winning band will
open for Buffalo Tom and G Love
& Special Sauce at the Outdoor
Jam on A pril 13, in the
amphitheater, also sponsored by
Class One Concerts.
Bands slated to compete are
(in order of appearance); For Sale,
Free Food, Ply, M o’ Funk, Toby
Mutter, The Family Jewels, Jah
Pickney, The Milwaukees, and
Suns of Babs.
The bands will be judged on
musical ability, crowd response,
stage presence, originality, and
compatibility. Each band is al
lowed two songs each, fifteen
minutes per set. Second and third
place bands will perform at the
tuition increase walkout scheduled
for April 15. Call x4478 for more
information.
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When We Were Kings
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t rousing

by J eff E hrlich
A sst . S ports E ditor

quotes direct from Ali’s alwaysmoving lips, and African chants.
hen Erin Perry, our Arts Editor, was going
It opens with the hip-hop
through her collection of unreviewed number “Rumble in the Jungle”
compact discs, I was sitting in a chair near by The Fugees, featuring, A
her. She was asking people if they wanted to review Tribe C alled Q uest, Busta
anything and, since I am always eager to try anything, Rhymes, and Forte. This is one
I listened to her. She named bands that nobody has of the best hip-hop songs I’ve
heard of and music that I would have to be very drunk ever heard. You will find your
to enjoy. Until, that is, she mentioned the original self dancing to Q-Tip, Phife,
motion picture soundtrack to When We Were Kings Wyclef, and Busta Rhymes and
(Gramercy Pictures). I jumped at the opportunity to swaying to the pleasant vocals
review the disc because I had been meaning to buy of the lovely Lauryn Hill as she
since its release on February 11. As a sports writer for sings, “ ...From Brooklyn to
the Montclarion, this is the perfect CD for me to Zaire / We need a ghetto mesreview.
siah /...Send me an angel in the
I am a huge sports fan and feel I know a lot about morning, baby / Send me an an
sports history. But, until I watched a special on tele gel in the morning, darlin’ /
vision, I didn’t know about “The Rumble in the Send me Muhammad in the
Jungle” and what it meant for the sporting world. Af morning / Send me an angel in
ter listening to the CD and reading the production the morning, darlin’.” The song
notes, I have come to an even better understanding.
is sure to remind one of Ali, the
In 1974, Muhammad Ali fought George Fore era, and the fight. It is, without
man in Zaire, Africa. Africa was a place that few a doubt, an inspiring song sung
Americans knew anything about. In fact, Spike Lee, by the right people in the right
MARC BAPTISTE/RUFF HOUSE RECORDS
one of the film’s narrators, said, “There was a time groups.
Left to right: Wyclef, Lauryn, and Pras of the Fugees.
when you’d call a black person ‘African,’ you’d bet
The next 13 tracks are all
was surprised when Nixon resigned, wait till I kick
ter be ready to fight.” Muhammad Ali’s arrival in Zaire taken from the three day music festival that preceded
Foreman’s behind!” and “Only last week, I murdered
changed all that. Ali was brash, outspoken, and al the fight. It includes the song by Bill Withers, “Ain’t
a rock, injured a stone, hospitalized a brick. I’m so
ways said exactly what was on his mind.
No Sunshine” that reminds me of a cross between
mean, I make medicine sick.” Other Ali classics in
Foreman, on the other hand, was quiet and few Bob Marley and Richie Havens. Then there is a won
knew anything about him except that he destroyed derfully bluesy track by B.B. King called “Sweet Six cluded on the album are, “I’d like to tell the children
of the world, quit eating so much candy. I have three
Ken Norton and Joe Frazier in second round knock teen” that is straight Chicago blues, pure and simple.
rotten teeth, and they’re bad, I had to have one of them
outs. Ali went into the fight as an underdog, and came For a fan of the blues, such as myself, this song rep
pulled. I can’t chew my food like I should. Eat natu
out a true champion. During the six weeks that Ali resents what the blues is all about, slide bar and all.
ral foods because we must whip Mr. Tooth Decay.”
was in Africa before the fight, black people all over Later in the disc another B.B. King number is heard
Ali concluded, “Last night, I cut the light off in my
the world felt a sense of pride that few have ever felt that may be even better than the first. You will surely
bedroom; hit the switch and was in the bed before the
before. Ali was the man who served as the catalyst to be thinking of the Mississippi Delta sound and the
room was dark.” These “Ali-isms” are, in my opin
this new ‘black pride.’ I do not want to get into the movie Crossroads when you hear this one.
ion, what makes this album so different, and so much
film too much because I ’m supposed to review just
Also included on the album is the James Brown
better than any other.
the music, so, if you have not seen the film yet, go classic, “Gonna Have a Funky Good Time” and two
This album is the perfect mix of sports and mu
and rent it when it comes out on videotape.
songs by the Spinners, “I’ll Be Around” and “I’m
sic. Even if you are not a sports fan and could care
The When We Were Kings soundtrack is a per Coming Home.”
less about Ali, and the social consciousness of
fect mix of new tracks, recorded tracks from the three
Sandwiched in between these 13 songs are say
America, this soundtrack will inspire you to do so.
day music festival in Zaire that preceded the fight, ings and poems by Ali such as, “If you think the world
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Q ua Or ? o
Thursday, April 3
Battle o f the Bands sponsored
by Cl C, Student Center Ratt,
7 pm, more details? x4478.

Saturday, April 5
From Good Homes at
Irving Plaza, more info?
(212)777-6800.

Pippin, MSU’s Studio Theatre,
Speech Building, 8 pm, student
admission $7, call x5112
for future show times.

Sunday, April 6
Bill Turner & Blue Smoke at
the Mountain Rest Inn,
West Milford, NJ.

The Black Maria Film Festival,
Calcia Auditorium, 8 pm,
more info? x4404.

Monday, April 7
Squirrel Nut Zippers at
Irving Plaza, more info?
(212) 777-6800.

Tuesday, April 8
“The Fashion Show,” an
MSU Unity Collaboration,
Student Center Ballrooms,
7 pm, more info? x4404.
Wednesday, April 9
Out At Work (documentary
about gays and lesbians)
sponsored by MSU
Film Studies Program,
Calcia Auditorium,
5:30-7:30 pm.
MSU Concert Band,
directed by Dr. M. Craig,
Memorial Auditorium, 8 pm,

Friday, April 4
Gatewood at M anny’s Car
Wash, more info?
(212) 369-BLUES.
For more information,
contact Erin or Jodi at x5J 69
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m essage
to M adam
H ere's w hat black people w ould do
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Z ■"“ r „ ! ! f . a.re alS.°.Sympa,hel,C ' ° ,|K P'ish' of resPOnse to ignoram stereolypes), aSAfrican Araeri
Jewish Americans, Mexican Americans, Asian C a n s W P w r v n l H n/~ \f
___________
cans we would not waste our energy
saying any
Americans, etc. Madam Ant seems to think that by
thing. We would prove those stupid misconceptions
making racial slurs, she is successful in getting her
wrong. We would not disparage other races nor in
point across. How can she infer that by perpetual
with racist
racist remarks
ing racist ideas that shAw n UeF
DyuperPetuat- sult
su,t people
PeoPIe with
remarks to
to. make
make our
our egos
egos
I il f*ft O t*
11 l/\ i l l a4 L. . .
.
sorry
so
J JZfor her?
her"*
C° nvmce ° ,herS 10 feel with
larger' rWe
Wouldhowev<!r' P________
™ « t o e s.ereotypes
t in n
W
with aaction.
We would not cry
and sit on our beMadam Ant stated that, «... what would black
hinds waiting for the ACLU to come to our rescue.
people say if Hallmark made cards showing black
It also seems that Madam Ant has a vendetta
p

j

D
^ s hShe
mi'also
i 8Z
artinL“f*rK
Day.”
asksTwhat8HappyM
would black
people say‘"ifs
ever
she hasaaProblam'
problem,she
she'°ves
lovesto
towonder:
wonder: “Whai
we
were
r
e
Z
e
r
i
t
Z
Pe°P'e
if CV
e? .hehas
we were referred to as niggers or portrayed as!ay
“wa
would black people do?”
termelon eating” individuals. If Madam Ant would
We also would like to know what university
stop whining like a spoiled child and pay attention,
Madam Ant attends. We would like to find out more
she would know there are no “What ifs.” Black
about this school with the, “plethora of courses
people have been called niggers in the past and are dealing with Afrocentricity.”
called niggers today. If Madam Ant checked old
Tiffany Stallings, Psychology
newspapers or films, she would see that black people
Natasha Wright, Psychology

A letter from the SGA president on the
tuition increases and “
the H ike

/

l

uess what...tuition
what...fllitinn ¡C
iT^irrrr -------WOTT,
uess
is going
up again.
MSU’s
students continue to pay substantially more
(28 percent since 1992) each academic year
for an education that was once more alluring because
of its affordabiltiy.

G

Most students don t see a reflection of their in
creases tuition in their own experience at MSU; mak
ing impossible to justify any increase much less that of
9.8 percent (expected for the academic year 1997-8).
Funding from the state isn’t equaling the per
centage of revenue that it once did. This puts state
colleges at a disadvantage. It becomes the responsi
bility of the Board of Trustees and the president to
meet the financial obligations of the institution regard
less of state aid. We would be ecstatic to include the
Board of Trustees and President Reid to join us in our
quest to have the state prioritize affordable and qual
ity education. However, if the Board and the Presi
dent are so eager to close gaps in their budget with
tuition increases, they become part of the problem and
not the solution.
On Monday, March 31, 1997, I drafted a letter
to President Reid asking him to continue his support
lor affordable education by pledging to the students
that they will not receive a tuition increase beyond
that of 4 percent.
On April 10, all students are invited to represent
the student body as a whore to once again ask Presi
dent Reid for his support in preventing such an unrea
sonable tuition increase. April 15 is the student’s and
faculty’s opportunity to voice their concerns about
higher education. If Reid pledges his 4 percent in
crease, he will be invited to stand wiih us as we send
a message to the state. However, if he chooses not to
and does not guarantee the 4 percent maximum increa se, he and the Board of Trustees will become the

focus of our attention.
Hopefully, by placing pressure on the President
and Board of Trustees, this will remind them of their
responsibility as administrators of this university to
lobby for increased state aid and evaluate their own
operating budgets, programs, and other financial ob
ligations.

Students have sat back while the school has more
readily used their money to support their own spend
ing. President Reid asked the College Senate to back
a tuition policy that would rely even more heavily on
tuition as a means of revenue. The Senate voted this
down. It’s the students time to take a stand. It’s our
turn to let Precedent Reid know that we can’t afford
these increases anymore; that he and his committees
need to start looking elsewhere for revenue. On both
April 10 and 15, students will be asked to protest
against tuition increases.
It is also important to consider the state message
that affordable education must be a priority in the state
of New Jersey as well as this county as a whole. If April
15 adopts and internal focus, Kean College on April
17, will be organized as a protest directed to state.
All state college students will be invited as well
as faculty and administrators.
Regardless of one’s political affiliations, we all
have the same concern; available affordable higher
education. Someone needs to take responsibility. If
President Reid chooses to support us, by minimizing
the tuition increase to that of 4 percent, he can join us ’
on the state level to continue to address the education
issues. No matter what the circumstances are, students
need to unite and fight for the same objective; quality
and affordable education.
Come out and show your support!
Amy Fisher, SGA President

m.
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A Spring Brea; H o rro r S to ry
Thke-A-Break, remember that comp ime, because there are a few MSU students who w ill never forget it. This sto: mds like a bad 8 0 s movie but, unfortunately, it is true.
;• :: *
I
~ v\ -k
: -T.
Som e MSU stu d en ts decided to go to Bahamas for spring break and hooked up
with the Thke-A-Break company. A s me i us know, there are plenty of these tou r/
Pa • \<?e vacation deal-type com panies oi ly college cam p u ses across the country axu
of them are reputable busine Iake-A-Break is not one of them,
F iiic, the scheduled flight to the Bah jfor the girls w as changed three tim es. The
second tim e they were told that it w as d) i "bad w eather in th e B aham as”. However,
w hen one o f the girls checked the paper
in the B aham as that day w a s 82 degree
After the ladies finally did arrive in Bahamas their problems only got worse,
Som e individuals had their luggage sentj tther destinations, and all were worn out
before the break even began. However, tl 11 experienced the displeasure of staying
at the Towne Hotel w hich, not to be oul Je by the airline, w a s a horror show. The
bathroom and w indow s were broken am [ere w as construction going on across the
street. Also, according to one o f the n(
re survivors, “The pool w as the size of a
bathtub and you had to avoid debris • you sw am .” And to add a final in su lt to
injury, the hotel m iscalculated the seven [s of the vacation and tried to kick the girls
Ifa
out two days early.
....... Att v «fl V *
\ - ’.*V- U
.
Last w as the trip back hom e. The flighl ie w as delayed and, ultim ately, canceled.
Since the w om en had already checked >f their hotel they had nowhere to go and
m any of them were forced to buy their m Hckets. Others returned to the hotel where
they were given drinks b u t no food. Aftei ey returned hom e to New Jersey, the girls
found ou t two disturbing things.
F ir st one girl’s m other had called th
ie in the morning and found out that the
plane from the B aham as had already
canceled. This leads the ladies to believe
that they were purposely m isled. Second ording to another travel agent, the reason
there w a s so m uch trouble w ith the fl
is that Take-A-Break’s plane had been
grounded by the FAA b eca u se they had ‘cense!There is no doubt that Take-A-Break * advantage of these people and is a totally
disreputable company. However, a si mi - ckground check, even on this cam pus,
should have been done by the potenii; s ¡omers - and maybe this incident could
have been avoided. And to that end, m die SGA can setup a better b u sin ess bureau-type com m ittee where stu d en ts c. :Port on the good and b a d com panies they
have dealt w ith, so other stu d en ts will ,r'-warned.
•
.
.
In any case, one thing is certain: if Takj 'Freak com es around again, be sure to tell
them to Take-A-Hike. ;
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NJCWW offers ways to fight water pollution
ast week several articles were published in vari raise awareness about urban water quality issues by
ous newspapers informing the public that an educating children and adults about water pollution,
estimated million gallons of raw sewage was stream walking, and organizing river cleanups. There
discharged into a Passaic River tributary. Publicized are many ways to get involved. Any concerned citi
incidents such as this raise concerns about water pol zen may report an emergency pollution incident to the
lution in our urban rivers. This is not the only occa New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
sion that discharge has occurred and it does not just (NJDEP) Emergency Hotline at (609) 292-7172. As a
take place in Newark. Working in Paterson as an group or individual, you may register with the NJDEP
Americorps member with New Jersey Community as a Water Watch group member and adopt a piece of
Water Watch (NJCWW), I am aware of much smaller the river to keep an eye on. You can also attend one of
raw sewage discharges into the Passaic River from an the cleanups organized by NJCWW. I urge you to get
antiquated combined sewer outflow system that the involved.
Wendy Cooling, Americorps member
city is working to fix. NJCWW works to improve and

L
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Still looking for a way to make your resume stronger? Want experience in writ
ing, editing, and newspaper production? Here’s your chance. The Editorial sec
tion needs an editor, assistant editor, and writers for the 1997-8 academic year!
No experience is necessary - we can train you in all aspects o f the job. But you
have to decide soon. Elections for positions are Tuesday, April 8th at 4 p.m. in
the M o n tc la r io n office in the Student Center Annex, room 113. For more infor
mation on the positions, contact me at 655-7731 or send email to
navettaj@alpha.montclair.edu. This is a great opportunity - don’t miss out on it!

A Spring Brea: H o rro r S to ry
e, because there are a few MSU s ta 
Take-A-Break, remember that comps
nds
like a bad 8 0 s movie but, unfortadents who w ill never forget it. This stor
nately, it is true.
Som e MSU stu d en ts decided to go to I lahamas for spring break and hooked up
with the Thke-A-Break company. A s mat us know, there are plenty of th ese tou r/
pa
vacation deal-type com panies oi ny college cam p u ses across the country an
o f them are reputable busines Take-A-Break is not one of them.
Fn
the scheduled flight to the Bahai for the girls w as changed three tim es. The
second tim e they were told that it w as di "bad weather in the B aham as”. However,
w hen one o f the girls checked the paper 1 that day sh e found that the temperature
in the B aham as that day w as 82 degrees
After the ladies finally did arrive in t lahamas their problems only got worse.
Som e individuals had their luggage sent itlter destinations, and all were worn out
before the break even began. However, tli ill experienced the displeasure of staying
at the Towne Hotel w hich, not to be out te by the airline, w as a horror show. The
bathroom and w indow s were broken ar» ere w as construction going on across the
street. Also, according to one of the nigf e survivors, “The pool w as the size of a
you sw am .” And to add a final in su lt to
bathtub and you had to avoid debris
and
tried
to kick
the
girls
injury, the hotel m iscalculated the seven” s of the vacation
'.
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out two days early.
te w as delayed and, ultimately, canceled,
Last w as the trip back hom e. The flig!
Since the w om en had already checked of their hotel they had nowhere to go and
m any of them were forced to buy their o [iekets. Others returned to the hotel where
they were given drinks b u t no food. Aft ey returned hom e to New Jersey, the girls
found out two disturbing things
jh
'<■ / „ / ' 5 - 7 , -i,
... '.'M
First, one girl’s m other had called the te in the morning and found out that the
plane from the B aham as had already W canceled. This leads the ladies to believe
that they were purposely m isled. Second cording to another travel agent, the reason
there w a s so m uch trouble w ith the ffl s is that Take-A-Break’s plane had been
grounded by the FAA b ecau se they had i •<<nsel
There is no doubt that Tbke-A-Break t advantage of these people and is a totally
disreputable company. However, a simi background check, even on this cam pus,
should have been done by the potemia Corners - and maybe this incident could
have been avoided. And to that end, ma ! die SGA can setup a better b u sin ess b u 
reau-type com m ittee where stu d en ts cat Tort on the good arid bad com panies they
have dealt w ith, so other stu d en ts wili b «''.'warned,
>
>
t
In any case, one thing is certain: if 1 ak -’ reak com es around again, be sure to tell
them to Take-A-Hike.
.
J
.'. '
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Jean-Marie Navetta
Editorial Editor
P.S. All current writers who have submitted five columns or more are eligible to
vote in this election. Come to the meeting on Tuesday or contact me ASAP to get
information of absentee ballots.

M o n tc la r io n M a ib a a L e t t e r P o l i c y
:

A ll letters most be typed and no longer than 3 0 0 words. L e tte rs exceeding
this length will be edited to 3 0 0 words.
Please keep letters to a single topic which is relevant to the issues a t band.
O nce received, letters are p ro p e rty o f the M ontclarion and m ay be edited
fo r length, content, and libel.
L e tte rs will not be printed unless they are signed, include the author’s name,
m ajor, phone number, and social security number. The last tw o items will
be used fo r v e rific a tio n only.
O nly one le tte r by an author will be printed each month.
L e tte rs and e-m ail must be submitted by M onday a t 6 :0 0 p.m. A ny
correspondence received a fte r this tim e will not be considered fo r
publication in that week’s issue.
Correspondence may be submitted through e-m ail to
navettaj@ alpha.m ontclair.edu o r sent to the M ontclarion,
A ttn .: E d ito ria l E d ito r, MOU, 113 Student C e n te r Annex,
U pper M ontclair, KlJ 0 7 0 4 3 .
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The Examined Life Another message to the SGA and MSU
by Jean-M arie Navetta
’m becom ing increasingly dis
gruntled with a lot of people here.
And i t ’s m ore than the “ little
things” like the fact that I can’t seem to
get my AP English credit adjusted and
as a senior I may not graduate due to
some lack of an English Comp, class.
It’s the bigger things that have gotten
under my skin. Big things, like the fact
that the students of MSU are supposed
to strike in about two weeks, and aside
from the fact that the SGA has planned
a barbecue, sent a letter to President
Reid telling him to not raise tuition more
than 4 percent or else, and planned on
inviting lots of TV people to tape our
alleged protest, nothing has happened.
Or at least nothing that amounts to much
in the scheme of having a strike.
So let’s take this slowly. For any
one who isn’t totally clear, the defini
tion of strike, according to Webster’s is
“ a work stoppage by a body of workers
to enforce compliance with demands
made on an employer.” OK. So students
really aren’t workers, per se, but we can
handle that. What I’m trying to point out
is the fact that there are demands made

I

students: Wake up, April 15th is coming

on the employer. But that means more
than just saying that we want no more
than a 4 percent increase to be imposed
on us. It means saying this and also pro
viding ways to make it possible so our
demands are not only sensible, but also
ones which we can prove can be met.
And we’re in the position to do
this. As the students who need to foot
the tuition bill, we’re free to dictate what
needs to happen on this campus. More
importantly, we are also in the position
to say what needs to be said: that more
services need to be privatized, that con
tracts for services should be on a short
term basis to ensure that if a company
isn’t doing its job, it can be removed
from MSU quickly, and that unions
should not protect antiquated positions.
It’s costing the university efficiency and
the students money to maintain people
who can be replaced with automation
and technology.
Students also need to get copies
of the state and the university budgets
and read them. As I’ve mentioned be
fore, the state budget is on-line and easy
to read. Copies of the university budget

will be provided to you if you ask for
them. But you have to ask. Despite all
the great technology out there, paper
work still can’t get up and walk to you
if you just think about it. And perhaps
the SGA leadership should take this very
unfortunate reality under advisement.
I met with President Reid this
week and he answered several questions
about the proposed increases that the
SGA could not. While I don’t think that
we both see entirely eye-to-eye on how
things should be done, I learned a little
more. And I also got a abbreviated copy
of the FY 1997 budget for MSU. Per
haps this is something that all you readyto-protest students out there should get
a hold of. In it, you’ll see that the ex
penditures for “ research ” alm ost
doubles in 1997. And that “support staff
salaries” increase by about $2000. How
ever, the amount of money allotted for
“ student services” decreases from
$9,176 to $9,020. That’s a reduction in
goodies for students .And this is in a year
in which a 10 percent hike is being pro
posed for those same students. This sure
looks like something to protest. But this

wasn’t something that I got from the
SGA. I found it myself.
And before the SGA proposes to
march off to Kean college on March
17th to protest the state, maybe it should
look into some of the programs which
the state is working on to help deal with
the “education crisis” that the SGA is
so fond of crying about. There’s a lot
out there that we should be lobbying the
legislature to support. Things that (be
lieve it or not) are even more effective
than more money.
But as I said, no one has mentioned
much about any of this. And I and my
colleague Joe Paternoster have said this.
But up until Wednesday evening, despite
our offers to help, no one from the SGA
leadership had contacted us. A few did
this week. But I’d say that based on past
experience, I won’t get my hopes up too
much that they’ll take advantage of the
non-SGA students who want to help
make this protest successful. I really
hope they do something soon, though.
April 15th is getting awfully close.
For the first time ever, I really do
hope that the SGA can prove me wrong.

State of the World Thirty-six reasons why it w ill take
Jfive years to graduate from M SU
by Tom Tracy

told myself that when it was time to leave the
newspaper in a functional capacity that I would
go out kicking and screaming. Well, apparently
that time has come, so grab some cheese because here
comes the whine. On Friday, I have to register for next
semester, something that I will do for hopefully the
last time. (Who really knows with the GER system at
this school?) I knew that I may have some trouble
finding the few classes I still had to take at agreeable
times, but I could not have fathomed how difficult a
task it was really going to be.
I am a Business Administration major with a
concentration in Information Systems. The classes
that I have left to take to graduate are all 400 level
ones in the school of business. There are four classes
that I need to take. I figured that MSU would offer at
least five or six, from a list of ten, that I could have
taken. Wrong. Well, I then figured that of the three or
four classes that they were offering I could take, they
would have at least one or two sections open. Wrong,
again. There were four classes available in my con
centration, each offering one section. This is not the
kind of open class selection that I read about in the
course catalog. Are we being lead astray?
Enough about me though. Many students have
this problem every semester. They could graduate, if
they just get lucky enough to have all the classes they
need be offered in a given semester. Often times they
are not, and this student is forced to either take a class
over the summer, or come back and take one or two
classes the following semester. This creates one extra
person on campus who could have graduated. This
one extra person drives his/her one extra car to school
and parks it in one extra parking spot. Wonder now
kiddies why you park in a different zip code? The rea

I

son MSU has so many lifers is because students can’t
get the classes they need.
If this school is not adequately staffed to pro
vide enough upper level classes to satisfy student’s
needs, then maybe it should change the requirements
or the way the classes are divided amongst profes
sors. I have a couple of suggestions. First, do we re
ally need 12 sections of Macroeconomics, or 10 sec
tions of Mythology? What about those 36 sections of

“What good is that ratio
when it takes the average
student five years to
graduate?”
Freshman Composition? (All of these can actually be
found in the Fall 1997 course catalog). What is there,
like 12 kids per class? Increase the class size for all
introductory levels, and you can drop a couple sec
tions of that class. This will free up a professor to teach
a higher level class, or at least guide a student through
an upper level independent study.
My second suggestion is to erect a lecture hall
building. Put 20 classrooms in it that can hold 200300 students. Turn some of the introductory courses
into seminars and load them up with students. Get
some seniors in the honors programs, or graduate stu
dents to assist the professor in teaching the class, and
everyone wins. There will be more time for profes
sors to teach upper level sections, and graduate stu

dents get some in-classroom experience. I know this
will hurt our precious student to teacher ratio that we
proudly boast about in the school brochure, but what
good is that ratio when it takes the average student
five years to graduate?
Programs like these have worked before.
When I took General Psychology as a freshman here
at MSU, it was a lecture class with about 250 students
and no one really seemed to be missing out on any
thing by not being in a class of eight and having the
teacher’s undivided attention. When the students had
questions, there were at least seven teacher’s assis
tants that were very knowledgeable in the subject,
and they adequately fielded every inquiry.
If President Reid and the Board of Trustees
insist on raising our tuition every year, then we must
start seeing results. This is an area that sorely needs
to be addressed. What is the point of coming to this
school if you know that three years down the road, it
will take you another three years to take the remain
ing 15 classes that you need to graduate? I’m sure the
increased percentage of fifth year students is good for
the budget, but it is not good for the student who
struggles mightily to pay four year’s worth of everincreasing tuition. Many students are forced to take
basket weaving and nap time 101 just so they can keep
their financial aid loans.
Perhaps it will help if I put the situation in a
light that the school can understand. The way class sec
tions are assigned at MSU is: in need of new paint, has
asbestos, is doing 26 m.p.h. in a 25 m.p.h. speed zone,
is posting flyers illegally, is attempting to take a ba
nana out of Blanton Hall Cafeteria... You get the pic
ture. After the tuition hoopla, let’s hope this situation
gets some much needed attention. Four more to go.
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by William J. Gibbs, Jr.
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Another thing that really upsets me
is some members o f the Executive
Board. The moderator (our Vice Presi
dent), tends to be very loud and obnox
ious in the meetings. She often screams
into the microphone, with intensity that
matches a truck stop waitress.
Our president seems to be really
in sensitiv e
to
many
campus or
ganizations.
Every time
an organiza
tion comes
up for an ap
propriation, she finds it necessary to
bash the validity of their request as well
as the workings of that organization.
But when a bill like “Alcohol in the
Ratt” comes up, she’s all for it.
Something else that gets under the
skin of many of the legislators is how
some groups of legislators sit together
and share the same viewpoints in meet
ings. They do this almost like a bloc
structure. But when put on the spot for
it they say, “We are not a bloc.”

and the meeting was adjourned after
about six hours of rhetoric and red tape.
The ISO left with the matter still unde
cided. However, with the help of some
influential speakers, the ISO came back
the following week and finally got their
money,
A meeting like this should never
happen. All of the legislators involved
should be ashamed of themselves for the
mockery they made of their SGA, an
organization meant to serve the campus
community, not turn them away when
they are in need.
My message to all members of the
SGA is that they should remember why
they collected signatures on their peti
tions, and if they cannot live up to their
job they should resign! I am not saying
that all legislators are bad, there are
some good ones. But what I am saying
is that those of you who are taking 4 pm
on Wednesdays as party time better
wake up. You are supposed to be “...stu
dents serving students...”, not kids act
ing up! It is the bad legislators that are
preventing the SGA from cleaning up
their reputation

'

Antics in the Forbidden
Zone
A nt
fry

t’s a funny ol’ life, innit? Just when I thought it
was safe to come out after St. Patrick’s Day and
address something else, POW! Something else
reared it’s ugly head.
I was taking an alternate route home from
work the other night and happened upon a bar still
festooned in St. Pat’s regalia. By now, you all know
how much I abhor the way the Irish and their holiday
are portrayed, but I must admit, even I was unpre
pared for the sight I beheld. Hanging on the outside
of this place was a promotional banner for Red Dog
beer and the legend it bore convinced me to never lift
a pint of that brand of amber nectar ever again. There
he was, the “Red Dog,” scowling down at passersby
wearing a green bowler derby cocked jauntily to one
side, with the slogan, “Lick me, I’m Irish.” Look, I
do have a sense of humor - in fact, I’m one of the few
feminists I know who thinks Howard Stem is an ab
solute pisser - but this slogan is not only unfunny, it is
insulting to the nth degree. That has to be the most
despicable example of PLS to ever come down the
pike, and I for one am not amused. What exactly does
this have to do with St. Patrick’s Day and Irish pride?
Even Mr. Connolly couldn’t possibly make a connec
tion there.
And speaking of Mr. Connolly...I do take ex
ception to the remarks he made in his letter which
appeared in last week’s Montclarion. The very first
thing out of his mouth was the insulting statement that

I

Additionally, like the president,
many legislators try to find ways to keep
certain organizations from getting ap
propriations. They will ask them ques
tions like, “Do you keep minutes?, Why
do you need this money?, Do you
fundraise?” in an attempt to blemish the
credibility of the organization. Then
they
w ill
bash the or
g a n iz a tio n
and debate
heavily to try
and encour
age a “n o ”
vote.
A meeting in which all of these
things took place in happened two
weeks before spring break. The Inter
national Student Organization came up
for a “matching funds” appropriation for
their annual Montreal trip. Many legis
lators tried to railroad them with abuses
of Parliamentary Procedure and other
heinous acts. Several legislators also left
the meeting. Then, a legislator called
quorum. While the count was being
taken, he left, which set off the count,

“You are supposed to
be ‘students serving
students’

..........
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Reflections of a first-year legislator:
Misinformation, blocs, banter, and babies

The Nonconformist
any of us have been hearing
all the hype about how the
SGA wants to clean up their
act. Well, I have been a legislator since
February, and so far I have seen that the
SGA is one hostile environment full of
politics and rhetoric.
The first example of this is with
“Strike the Hike”. As proven by my col
league, Jean-Marie Navetta, they are
quite uninformed about the issues at
hand. Even worse, the Executive Board
members are prompting the legislators
to post flyers and do the legwork.
They’ve forgotten that the job of the leg
islators is to serve the students, not bash
Governor Whitman. The SGA leader
ship, like every other authority at MSU
is trying to mold our thinking.
Also, many veteran legislators like
to abuse Parliamentary Procedure dur
ing meetings, which is very childish. For
instance, a speaker will be speaking and
they will keep requesting a “Point of In
formation” in an effort to make the
speaker lose his or her train of thought.
Unfortunately, this practice is heavily
used.

'H i M O N T O .A R T O N

No dignity please - We’re Irish (Part ID)
first, I must have been drunk as I wrote that column,
second, the Irish are all drunks, and third, that I must
be a latter-day Carry Nation! No, young man, I don’t
have great disdain for alcohol—you don’t know me,
you know nothing about me. I do enjoy a beer, cock
tail, or glass of wine if and when I feel like it, but no,
I do not drink myself into befuddlement. I fail to see
the point of becoming legless and having no idea where

“The behavior
associated with this day
is an insult to Irish
everywhere...”
I am or how I got there. That, little man, is not fun.
I was amused that Mr. Connolly perceives me
as a good Catholic girl. You see, a significant portion
of “Part One” was edited out, and that was the fact
that there is no love lost between the Catholic church
and me. I am not Catholic, nor have I ever been. I
reject any institution that is inherently misogynistic,
anti-gay, and anti-choice. I even went so far as to say
that Christianity was the worst thing to ever befall Ire
land. It has done nothing but violently divide her
people ever since, and for that reason, St. Patrick

shouldn’t even be revered. But since he is the patron
saint of Ireland, his holiday should be respected as a
holy day, just as Passover and Ramadan are. Don’t
paint me as a teetotaling, mass-going, parochial
school-educated prude. That ain’t me, babe. I just think
there’s more to life than puking my guts up in front of
thousands of spectators on Fifth Avenue
Commercialization of March 17th is not
merely marketing, and how can one compare it to
Easter or Valentine’s Day? Hippity hoppity, here
comes Peter Cottontail with a pint of pink and purple
beer in his hand instead of an Easter basket. Look,
there’s Cupid, and he doesn’t have his bow and
arrow...he has a mug of red beer! I also never heard of
people exchanging gifts on St. Pat’s Day - that’s done
on Christmas, right? I will agree with Mr. Connolly
on one point though, people do do daft things on St.
Pat’s, and that is my argument. The behavior associ
ated with this day is an insult to Irish everywhere, be
they Catholic, Protestant, Agnostic, or Pagan.
I wonder, Mr. Connolly, what your experience
would have been as you marched down Fifth Avenue
if your “oppressees” knew that you are a Brit. I doubt
you would have been cheered (I’ll bet you weren’t
waving a Union Jack). Rather, you wouldn’t have
merely been as welcome as a turd in a punchbowl,
you’d have had your arse kicked all the way down the
Green Mile for sullying an Irish parade with your ar
rogant Anglo presence.
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Tuesday,
April 8th
at
7:30 P.M.
At the
Student
Center
Ballroom

Fashion
Show
Tickets $3
All proceeds
will be
donated to
Sickle Cell
Anemia
Foundation
Project of the Montclair State
Unity Collaboration

Sponsoring:
Banana Republic Eddie Bauer Structure
Lerners Quails
Ann Taylor Oaktree Lafayette Hot Topic
and more.
For information call 201-655-4206
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lb e r t
by S c o t t Adams

Stuff You Really Need
With a little help from my fellow
inventor John J. O ’Sullivan, I plan
to open a new market by selling
definitely want to be rich when Edible Urinal Mints™. It is my sin
I grow up. Then again, I don’t cere belief that such an innovation
really plan to grow up for a would make the once frowned
couple of years. Anyway, I try to upon bar scene more attractive to
think at least once a day. Sometimes a higher class of people. Men from
that turns out to be a bit o f a the upper class would be encour
struggle, but I still try my best. My aged to pop into the bathroom to
thoughts are rarely productive, like purge his bloated bladder and then
the time that I spent almost a month freshen his breath. It only seems
writing a manifesto attempting to logical, but after a little thought,
fix the parking problems on cam you see that it would never work.
pus. I still feel pretty stupid about
But it would work if we
that. Wouldn’t you?
equipped women’s rest rooms with
The first product that I plan to Winterfresh Edible Toilet Paper™.
market under my new corporation Now both genders will have an
puts a new spin on a few consumer equal opportunities to refresh
standards. First, hundreds of people themselves and feel sophisticated.
drink Jolt Cola™ everyday for a
Keep in mind that, although
stunning pick me up. Also, people these are excellent ideas, none of
who take cholesterol issues into them even come close to my
consideration purchase I Can’t Be Crown Jewel. I possess the concept
lieve Its Not Butter™. Finally, a that will revolutionize the bever
large number o f people without age industry as we know it. I will
souls eat Spam™.
now submit to you my salespitch
I hope you are ready for a for Cereal Milk™.
glimpse of genius. I intend to invent,
With the help of entrepre
manufacture, and sell “There’s No neur genius Joe Paternoster, I
Way I’m Eating Caffeinated Meat will become rich. Did you ever
In A Can™.” I think this one will eat a bowl of cereal, and when
be a huge hit among the college you are finished, you have that
crowd. I know that I would buy it. little bit of milk left in the bot
This summer, I traveled to tom o f the bowl? What we are
Waturbury , Vermont to visit the going to do is start a company
Ben & Jerry’s™ ice cream factory. that will pour that little bit of
I wholeheartedly enjoyed the tour milk into sealed containers and
of the scenic mountains of Vermont market it.
with its various shades of green,
Everyone loves that last
lush vegetation, and the wafting mouthful of milk. With this plan,
smell of cow feces.
we will be able to mass produce
Anyway, they have a patented thousands of gallons of flavored
flavor called Chunky Monkey™. milk. You could even mix flavors.
This opens up a whole new window You could experiment by pour
of possibilities for me. I plan to ing Apple Jacks™ flavored Ce
market a line of ice cream directed real Milk on top of Coco-Puffs™
entirely at hillbillies.
for an exotic, daring, brand new
I plan to drive around picking taste. It sounds like a lot of fun,
up only the finest specimens of rac doesn’t it? Damn right it does.
coon and squirrels. Then I will add
My plan is to hoard home
nuts, rich cream and amphetamines less people into giant warehouses
for an unparalleled taste that is al where we feed them cereal. In ex
most instantly addictive. Further change for a free meal, they save
more, the rich content will allow me us their milk. Because we will be
to charge a premium price.
viewed as an American organiza
After I establish myself, I will tion with a philosophical motive,
pick up deer and process them into we can charge way more money
a low-fat yogurt. The only poten than we deserve.
tial problem that I could foresee
I probably w on’t become
would be competition for the raw rich because of my cavalier atti
materials with Chinese food restau tude towards economics. It just
rants.
goes to show that even a hard
Fancy hotels have a long tra w orking, intelligent idiot like
dition of placing mints on pillows. myself has to struggle succeed.

E dward F lannery IV
G enius Inventor Extraordinaire
________________________________
by

I

A S A P ? DOES THAT
STAND FOR A STUPIDA C T IN G PERSO N, I . E . ,
SOMEONE WHO IG NO R ES
TASKS U N TIL THE DEAD
L IN E ?

'T H A T W AS
E M B A R R A S S IN G . ‘
I HOPE THE OTHER
T H IN G S I SAY
DO NT MEAN
A N Y T H IN G -

V,

CATBERT; E V IL HR. OIRECTOR
THE COMPANY HAS TAKEN
OUT A LIFE INSURANCE
POLICY ON YOU, WALLY.

IT 'S BECAUSE
WE TH IN K YOU'LL
BE MORE
VALUABLE
" t h is i s
"j
D EAD.
EXACTLY WHY (
I DON'T LIKE

WE PAY THE PREMIUMS
AND WE C0Ù.ECT THE
IN SUR ANC E W HEN YOU
D IE .
IS THIS BECAUSE
I'M 5 0 VALUABLE
TO THE COMPANY?
\f

S f7
w E r V \ _____
i.i tin,:’.:.

THERE'S BEEN A LOT OF
JO KIN G A N D GRUMBLING
SINCE THE COMPANY TOOK
OUT LIFE INSURANCE
POLICIES ON ALL OF YOU.

SO WE'RE H A V IN G
THESE CATERED LUNCH
M E E T IN G S TO DISCUSS
YOUR FE ELIN G S .

CATBERT: E VIL H.R, DIRECTOR

OUR PLAN IS TO RAISE
YOUR BLOOD PRESSURE
TO DANGEROUS LEVELS.

WALLY, THE COMPANY]
BOUGHT A L IF E
INSURANCE POLICY

0 0 YOU W ANT THE
MAD COW BURGER OR
THE CHICKEN BONE
S U R P R IS E ?

DIO YOU KNOW THAT OUR
CEO MAKES F IF T Y TIMES
YOUR SALARY EVEN
THOUGH OUR STOCK IS
, D O W N? J Vi

ML

M yJ£ -

Ï

YOUR SUCCESS AT WORK
OEPENDS ON WHAT
YOU HAVE I N YOUR
HANDS WHEN YOU
W ALK AROUND.

A COFFEE CUP IS B A D .
A DOCUMENT IS GOOD.
A CIGARETTE IS BAD.
A B IN D E R IS G 0 0 0 .
BUT THE VERY WORST

t h i n g ...

IT DOESN'T LOOK
L IK E YOU’RE H EA D IN G
FOR THE FAST TRACK,
WALLY
ACTUALLY, I
A M , UNLESS
IT S OCCUPIED.,

Word o f /he Day:
John.ny-on-the-spot \ja:n-e — .o .n -tlr -’spa:t, -e— ,a :n -\ n : one who is
on hand and ready to perform a ser\'iee or respond to an emergency

(not a Port-O-Potty)
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c r o s s w o r d Ä © DvmWo
ACROSS
1 Coat-ol-arms
figure
6 H.S. ordeals
10 Derek and
Diddley
13 ■Promo!" on
-ER"
17 Iron clothes?
18 Love, to Livy
19 Cockney's
abode
20 Lamented
loudly
22 Nicolas Cage
film
25 Look the
other way
26 Yorkshire city
27 "Love Rollercoaster"
group
29 Gentleman
burglar
33 Melville novel
35 Passing
lashion
36 — breve
37 Hwy.
39 Coll, hotshot
41 Sgt. or cpI.
43 Drivers' lies.,
eg
46 Library
fixture
48 Jordan’s org.
50 Speeder's
surprise
52 Pro-gun grp.
53 •— Miss
Brooks"

54 "The Hustler"
hit
role
89 Dated
59 Tony ol
90 Howard or Ely
"Leave It lo
91 Too heavy
Beaver"
92 Symbol ol
60 Psychic
sturdiness
Geller
93 On edge
61 Haughty
95 John —
62 Etna output
Passos
63 Velvet feature 96 Assumed
64 Koppel or
mane?
Kennedy
97 Knight's
65 Director
better hall?
Rielenstahl 100 Opera
66 Baker's
division
appliance
103 Nidi's
67 Royal
nemesis
messenger 104 Rock's —
69 Forsaken
Lobos
71 Stalagmite
106 It's often
sites
panned
72 Donna or Ivan 108 Earphones
73 Answer lor
110 Jack Lord
series
an admiral
75 Actor
116 Bellowing
Sarandon
118 Surrounded
76 Insincere talk
by
77 Flock o'
119 Modern
docs?
American
80 Like some
artist
hair
125 With gentle81 Barbara ol
ness
"Perry
126 Wire gauge
Mason"
127 Sale condition
82 Reproach
128 "Home Im83 Make a
provement"
note ol,
props
with "down" 129 AMEX rival
84 Contemptu- 130 Link leders?
ous cry
131 Actress Daly
85 The Rivieras 132 Press one's

point
DOWN
1 Candy
quantity
2 Significant
years
3 "What Kind
ot Fool — "
4 Sea plea
5 Sing like a
bird
6 Most wise
7 "Diary ol —
Housewile"
8 Museum
piece
9 Lanka lead-in
10 Crybaby's
comment
11 Science
magazine
12''— Love"
(Honeydrippers hit)
13 It's a long
story
14 Wee
15 Shampoo
additive
16 Dist.
20 Lynx or
ocelot
21 — Moines.
Iowa
23 When pigs
fly, lo
Tennyson
24 Move like
mad
28 Black-andwhite delight

29 Spicy stew
characters
30 Fascination
76 Singer Khan
31 "Good Times" 78 Dessert
mom
choice
32 Super.
79 Bear out
tor short
82 Security grp.
34 Execs' dogs. 85 Bull's mate
38 Boredom
86 Competence
40 Hankers alter 87 — murton
42 Hosp areas
sleeve
43 Harrison
88 Playwright
Coward
Ford role
44 Like Oscar
94 Wrap up
98 Immemorial
Wilde
45 Shortened
99 “Wuthering
a slat
Heights"
setting
47 Hire help
49 Pansies'
101 Pick
102 Shipbuilding
place
51 Out ol range
wood
105 Rho follower
55 Papas or
Worth
107 Dagwood's
56 Nary a soul
dog
109 Stadium
57 Thespian
110 Back ol the
legend
58 April anguish
knee
111 Obote's
63 — rata
ouster
66 Thomas ol
112 Like a coyote
That Girt"
113 Computes
67 Vishnu
114 Man or Wight
worshiper
68 Range
115 Marble
70 "Now I — me
feature
down..."
117 Eaves
dropper?
71 Rubbed the
wrong way? 120 "GoodFeHas"
gun
72 Emcee's site
73 Decoration 121 Canal zone?
74 Unrefined
122 Sweet fruit
person
123 Winter malady
124 Vane dir.
75 Platonic

ßmcw

Written this week b y
Robert the Bartender, a
really annoyed man.

Pisces (February 1 9 to March 20) You
m ake m e sick. G o to hell. I’m not giving
you a fortune. G o away.
Taurus (April 20 to May 20) And you,
get your grubby hands o ff o f the paper.
W ho th e hell do you th in k you are?
H olding this paper? It’s not yours. G o

m an nam ed Bubba. You are dum b

Libra (September 23 to October 22)
B y th e way, d id I m ention th a t I hate
everyone? O h I did. I just w anted to
m ake sure everyone knew th a t Bite me.

Scorpio (October 23 to November 21)
If you rob m y bar, I w ill hit you in the head
w ith Ja ck D aniels.

away. I hate everyone.
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) W h a tw as
w ith th o s e 3 9 p e o p le w h o a te th e
pudding? ‘G e e, let’s go and eat som e
poison pudding, have som e vodka, drift
off into an alien la la land, visit E.T., sm oke
a bong w ith Mr. Spock, and m ake niceynice w ith som e Klingons.” W ell it seem s
you grinning dum b-assed m onkey m en
and ugly-haired w om en ju s t m ade 39
dead fo ols o f yourselves; th e biggest
group sick joke in Am erican history. Ha.
Ha. H a
Cancer (June 21 to July 22) And you,
w ith th at sm ug T iram asu eating, Land
Rover driving, John Tesh listening, Perrier
drinking, Short H ills shopping, Internet
s u rfin g , la tte b u y in g , d u m b -a s s e d
face...jum p off a rather high d iff and save
the w orld the m isery that you people inflict
upon this God-forsaken w orld. Your lucky
num bers are 3 5 ,6 ,1 , and 459.
Leo (July 23 to August 22) Hey you,
don’t laugh. You have nothing to laugh
about Look at your face. Now that’s funny.

Sagittarius (N ovem ber 2 2 to
December 21) The stars say that you
suck. W ell, that’s a t least w hat I say.
H ahaha

Capricorn (December 22 to January
19) W here did you g et that suit? I know
that K-M art m ay have had a great sale
on paisley dress shirts, but you didn’t need
to b u y th e w h o le d a m n ra c k ,
Bachagaloop poop head. Bite me.

Aquarius (January 20 to February 18)
H ah ah a I ju st found yo ur diary. Boy,
you are screw ed up. N ot only that, but
yo ur poetry sucks. H ey everyone, take
a look a t o ne o f th is person’s poem s:

“Me"
Life sucks, I want to die.
I like to eat ham with mustard on rye.
My life it bites, it bites real hard,
Rush Limbaugh’s body is covered in
lard.
G reat w ork, G insberg. B y th e way, this
brilliant poet’s nam e is Joey Pengo, at
153 Flop S treet in O ak Ridge, NJ. His
phone num ber is 777-697-2214. Harass

Haha.

Virgo (August 23 to September 22)

him today!

That fake I.D. of yours is terrible. G et rid
o f it. It sucks. I have seen better fakes
created by kindergartners w ith crayons.
You do not look like a seven foot red haired

Aries (March 21 to April 19) That’s all.
I have to go taunt som e annoying people
now. Bye. You w ill get h it by a M ack
Truck.
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F in d th e lis te d 'w o rd s in t h e d i a g r a m . T h e y r u n in
a ll d i r e c t i o n s - f o r w a r d , b a c k w a r d , u p , d o w n a n d
d ia g o n a lly .
C o lb y
C o n c o rd ia
H ays
Lhnsing

La w rence
Le ave nw orth
Leaw ood
Le nexa

M anhattan
M erriam
M ission
O tta w a

Salina
Shaw nee
Topeka
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Dorks on the Scene

by John J. O’Sullivan

blasted on beer, and fell off of her multi-million dollar prostitution tempt to try to gain admittance to
he Earth, a relatively bor
a tax i. The d riv e r laughed at
sto o l, try in g to re e n a c t a sting.
ing blue-green sphere
“She has a nice butt,” said them ...”
h o v e rin g
so m ew h ere T ro w elsv ille R epublican C lub
{click}
within the Milky Way Galaxy, was fight with the Trowelsville Liberal Edward Flannery IV, some pervert
“W orld’s going to hell. I love
floating around, minding its own Coalition. Rodi Mastel, profes from M ontclair State University.
business, doing little planet things. sional wrestler, was already on the “But I like mine better. It has less i t , ” said R o b e rt to h im se lf.
“ Mooooore beerths pleese,” said
It spun around, traveled around the ground, drunk as a skunk. Robert hair.”
P e e k -F re e n .
“ O kay,
sun, created some volca
d a m n it.
H e re ’s y o u r
n o es, m ade som e k ille r
frig g in ’ beer. D am n it,”
mudslides, et cetera ad in
•r* ^
/l*oon
said Robert.
finitum. The inhabitants,
T
h
e
(
j
?
/
“ THUD!
TH U D !
a c o u p le b illio n or so,
THUD! THUD!”
didn’t care very much for
• i/
i l l
The roof o f the bar
the mudslides or the volca
f
W 0 * R ots f t * / ' 3
started making loud thud
n o e s, but w ere p re tty
ding noises (see above) for
happy there. It was alone,
no apparent reason. Rob
and it was happy.
e rt, b ein g c u rio u s , and
And then something
A ✓ u u o*».
hoping for n u clear war,
w en t h o rrib ly w ro n g .
went outside to see what
D ork invaders from the
T
was hap p en in g . It was
planet Zygorth X-15 felt
d ik e *
or\‘^UUr> X- I
raining cats and dogs.
that this relatively boring
,U O 'S '97
No. Serious. It was
blue-green sphere would
raining
cats and dogs. As
make an excellent addition
JOHN J . O’ SULLIVAN/RETARD-0 DRAWING SERVICES™
in the meowing and bark
to their collection of other
I d o n ’t k n o w ...it lo o k s prfetty b le a k fo r us. I th in k I’ll h a ve a n o th e r b ee r.
ing anim als falling from
relatively boring planets.
the skies. R obert w on
T hey d ressed up in th e ir best was bored, and pissed, and needed
No one is sure how a huge in dered if he was insured for this...
pocket protectors, jumped in their a laugh, so he turned,-on the Chan
A n rio y -O -M atic
357 nel 8 news for some cheery sto animate object could flash her bot
A ttackships™ , and ran over to ries about murders, deaths, and tom at the world’s biggest city, and
swim away, but many theories
E arth. T h eir leader, the most dismemberments.
have surfaced. Some involve a
{click}
z y g la s tic
E d g ar
B oobsbry
{Z yglastic (ad j.) - Z ygorthian
“Hello, I ’m Ed Farkenzlaart, mass h allu cin atio n from som e
“W ELL, I G U ES S
y o u ’re
not. laced pudding pops. Other theo
word, meaning “someone who can and
hold his breath underw ater for Hahahaha...ahem...and this is the ries revolve around a huge alien
W E ’R E A L L P R E T T Y
invasion being mounted by de
long periods of tim e’’} was in the •Channel 8 News.
M UCH SCREW ED. ”
scout ship, got turned down by
In our lead story, the Statue mented geek aliens. But who the
Perin Erey, got his lame alien ass of Liberty, in an unprecedented hell are they kidding?
-EA R TH
In related news, 39 people in
o v e r ,
kicked by Perin Erey, and still felt m ove, bent
the ‘H e a v e n ’s S id e w a lk ’ c u lt
that Perin Erey liked him. He then dropped her ra B E j t h o n g m o o n e d sprained their ankles collectively
called a few more (184) Annoy-O- panties, and
City. She in a vain and incredibly stupid at
Matic 357 ships over to win Perin New York §p f y
»w™1*
snubbed
over...and to take over the planet. l a t e r
hi.
They finally got there, they her nose at
the
big
all ta lk e d a b o u t S ta r Trek™ apple and swam away with great
(Dorks across the universe love haste.
Rudolph Giulianni protested,
Star Trek™ — it’s unsure how they
get such good reception from their and sent New York’s finest to ar
planets), and decided to get to rest the huge symbol of freedom
work. They aimed their annoy and democracy for indecent expo
ance rays at the planet, and fired. sure. The bronze statu e was
quoted as saying, "Bite me.”
Ground Zero: Trowelsville, NJ.
100% N a tu ra l 100% Effective
The public at large had mixed
***
reaction to the statue’s mooning
ALWAYS
OFF LIST PRICE!!!
Kava Kava Root Extract Guaranteed Potency....*lLa*(60 capsules)
Middle of the week. John’s the big apple. “I ’m all for it— it’s
Valerian Evening Guaranteed Potency.............$1L2° (60 capsules)
Tavern. Nothing was going on. about time she showed how she
Melatonin 3mg............................................$5.W)(60 tablets)
The only people drinking in the truly felt,” said Suzy Foozball, a
(A d d s1." S h ip p in g & H an dlin g)
bar were a bunch of regulars, who Mack truck stop waitress in Co
“E a c h o f these hetbs is form ula te d to h e lp y o u u n w in d w hile p ro m o tin g
went there to drink after their busy, lumbia, NJ. “Way to go— kiss my
ca lm in g benefits to a stressful day. I t affects relaxation w ith o u t h am pering
hectic, and freaked-out jobs. Rue grits.”
vig ila n ce , m e m o ry o r re a ctio n tim e , a n d w ill im p ro \e sleep q ua lity. ”
“ I t ’s aw ful, am oral, and 1
Miegel, a regular, was drinking her
-N a tro l, In c .
42,598,754.387th margarita, and c a n ’t believe that she wears a
F o r M o re In fo rm a tio n OR T o O r d e r C all
was about to stop breathing. Peek- thong,” said Rev. Igor AardvarkNATURAL CONCEPTS
Freen Taretta, another regular, was Jones, who was later arrested in a

T

SH f 5s¿0 ?
NOW YOU CAN R E L A X WITH

NATROL HERBS
20%

(908) 280-9000 Toll Free: 1-888-480-3322
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tkngs tk a t X just c a n t re mem
ber? X reallj Hate tk a t. So a r e
jou oil r e a d j for Halloueen???
Hee Hee!

X reallj Ike coffee. X just uanted
to imention tk o t
Here's jour
■personals.
- T T O 'S
To Xxrooler and Tuo~Can,
Auu, tk e tuo lore b r d s
Just
u a tc k out for tk e c o t! X[eou!
fVopket
C i f f Hanger,
~Z>;d ue ever f ind, T a r e ?
~Fropket
/Aj L-ittle Karen (Sigma)
Happj ’E irtkdaj!
Hare a great
d a j!
L_ore in Sigma aluajs, jour
"Big Sister
Karen (Sigma’)
Happj ’E irtkdaj! \kle lore jou!
T ke T ree (Sigma)
AHjson, (Sigma)
Tkank jou for all jour Hard uork
tk a t jou fu t into moking our SOtk
Anmrersarj a uonderful celebra
tion!
\Ue lore jou, jou Sigma Sis
ters

{insert projectile vomiting sounds Here}
Fictional idealaed eK-grlfnend,
X lore jou more tkan eating coke.
X lore jou more tkan kanng to
rake.
'iou are tk e sunskme of m j life,
X V supm ed tk a t cult didn’t kill
tkemselres uitk a knife.
\jJould jou, could jou in a c a r?
\Klould jou could jou on planet /Aars?
Mjould jou could jou uitk a snake?
X lore jou more tkan eating cake.
-J

And nou, tke
~F&£-AZaDL-£SC E M T X A /S ’F Z ’KET* U O V E
?>OE/A(s) OF THE YE m

Hej Craig
Tx/n jou tknk ue skould s ta rt a
Teul fan dub? X V a d d ic te d to
tk a t damn CU> cause of jou! Here,
kare anotker cigarette!
m h o

,

/Aa
To tke Wrecking C reu,
So uken are ue getting togetker?!

Mm
T ke CXeetak uko’s usuallj missing
;n action
So kids, v k a t did ue learn to d a j?
f) A* o d can toke up a lot of
space.
Z)
J o j's p<?rsor\oJs disappeared
from tk e bon, and X couldn’t find
tkem (sorry).
2 ) "Foetrj can be funnj, and X
c a n t urite it r e r j uell.
T k a t’s it, bje!
- S S S S S S S O ’S

{insert more prvjectJe vomiting sounds
Here.}
X just kare to s a j tk a t Tool
O'Sullivan is tke man.
\jJko else could p u b k J j Humiliate
someone so
veil? X uJisk Tool uould become a
cult leader.

j-m.
/*!eoukeod,
/AEOkl-prrrrr-peep! ~FrrrrrrrJcving!
To Hare?????
/Aeou

/Aickele,
Zxm’t
stress out k¡d! You’re tke
•Spr;^ \Meek ;s C ommg
T&XVE U / /AOVLE a t CJore "Rood one and onlj Omega /Auffm!
X lur jou
April ILtL L -et’s get erected!
/Aja
•Spr;^ \tJed, April N-fttk,
Casino ^igkt, Q om edj Skou, T>nre
;n / I one and Video T a n c e F a rtj!
Sponsored b j CXJJE

/Aa

X miss jo u / \kle Have to go s ta r t
a ukole bunck of trouble togetker!

J oan,
Tkis ;s absolutelj c r a ij! Hej a t
least Z're c u t doun on mj b a d
Habits! For nou.

Gjreat
Weekend Escapes
fo r as low as $109
from M a s te rC a rd and United Airlines/
Take O f f F o r T he W eekend W ith U nited A irlin e s
And R e tu rn T he F ollow ing M onday O r Tuesday
T o G zet S ubstantial Savings W hen
You Use Y our M a ste rC a rd ® C a rd .
Weekender Zone Fare Certificate

Use Your M asterC ard® C a rd
F o r G re a t Savings O n United Airlines.
To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522
or your travel professional.
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027.

two
CXeetarak
Fisk!
X lore j a ba b j! X ’ll meet j a a t
tke HAT anj nigj^t of tk e ueek!
C are for a <\uick btouting gpume?
For skots?
/Aeouf
CXeetarak

\klendj
Sometimes a song, can toucX a
nervej tk a t takes me hack to jou.
\jJken X turn on, tke radio, and X
kear our fa ro n te tune.
E rerj nou and tken, some little tkng
Z ’re buried
comes bubbling up, and once in a Hej S 3
X Hope jou’ll get to re a d tk is X
ukle,
iniss jou!
jou feel close enougk to touckL-jxr, Fsi /?/
X iw;ss jou a little, since jou re
been gpne
A fe u little memories, keep Hanging J oj!
Tuo >n a rou? Can jou stand it?!
on
Tkis
skou is gonna rock!
X rw;ss jou a little, X ,gu<?ss jou
M HO
could s a j
/Aa
A little too muck,
a little too often,
Sroktfs/
a little more e v e r jd a j
\kJkj is it tk a t tkenr are some
-T>

Promo Coda: AV0027
Ticket Designator: AV0027
Travel Complete: June 6.1997

Roundtrip Rates
Within Zone A or B
Between Zone A & Zone B
Between Zone A & Zone C
Between Zone B & Zone C
Within Zone C

$129 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$269 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$109 roundtrip

Noi valid for travel to/lrom IL/CO/AK/HI.
Toenioy these lowWeekender Zone Fares - plus earn Mileage
Plus® credit on your trip - |ust call your travel professional or
Untied lo reserve your High! and redeemyour certificate
To receive these savings, use your MasterCard* card to purchase
an E-Ticket" between Feb 1 1997and May 15.1997for travel
between Feb 15.1997and June 6.1997 Outbound travel
good on llights departing on Saturday Return travel good on
flights returning the Monday following departure (An exception lor
travel between zones A-C. Return travel may also be on the
Tuesday following departure)
Zone Definitions:
Zone A - AL. AR. CT. DC. DE. FL. GA. IA. IN. KY. LA MA. MD
ME, Ml. MN. M0 MS. NC. NH NJ. NY, OH PA, Rl SC TN VA.
VT.WI.WV
Zone B - ID, KS. MT NO. NE NM OK SO TX. UT. WY
Zone C - AZ CA NV. OR WA
Not valid tor travel to/lromIL/CO/AK/HI
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Promo Code: AV0027
Valid Carrier United Airlmes/Shuttle by UnitedAJmled Express
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48
contiguous United Stales (IL/CO/AK/HI excluded) All travel must
be via the routes ol UA in which UA publishes Economy Class
fares. One way Iravel/slopovers/arcle Inp/open segments/waitlisting/standby are not permitted Open |awpermitted (IL and CO
excluded as ongm/destmalion however connections through
CHI/DEN are permitted)

Agency Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMA/AV0027 lor detailed information
1. Treat as Type 'A' Discount Certificate
-Use Fare Basis Code: VE14NSTU
VE14NSTD (zones A-C)
-Use Ticket Designator: AV0027
-Endorsement Box: VALID UA ONLY/Non-Ref/No Itin Changes
2. Reler lo ARC Industry Agents' Handbook, section 6.0 lor details.
3. Failure lo comply with promotion guidelines could result in debit memo.
UAL AT0/CT0 Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMO/AV0027

Valid Ticket Dates: Feb 1through May 15.1997
Valid Travel Dales: Feb 15throughJun 6 1997 All travel
musl be complete by Jun 6 1997
Blackout Dales: 1997 Mar 22.29 Apr 512 Outbound travel
musl be on (lights departing on Saturday with return travel on
flights the Monday following departure or the Tuesday following
departure il the passenger is traveling between zones A-C
Class ol Service: V class (Seals are capacity controlled and
musl be available in the required booking inventory at the time
reservations are confirmed
Advance Purchase: Within 24 hrs ol making reservations at
least 14days prior to depanure
Min/Max Slay: Saturday-night stay minimum RETURN TRAV
EL MUST BE THE IMMEDIATE MONDAY FOLLOWING DEPAR
TURE. AN EXCEPTION FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN ZONES A-C,
RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEDIATE TUESDAY FOLLOW
ING DEPARTURE
Mileage Plus Accrual: Discounted travel is eligible lor Mileage
Plus credil
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service)
Taxes/Service Charges: All fees taxes and surcharges includ
ing Passenger Facility Charges (up to $12) are the responsibility
ot the passenger and musl be paid at time ot ticketing
Cert Restrictions: Certificate is required lor discount and must
be presentedat time of ticketing Accept original certifícaleonly
Non-extendible, non-combinabte with other air travel certifícales
or discount tare otters (Mileage Plus awards/SrtverWings
awards/convertion/groujYlour/senior citizen/student/child/travel
package/)ravel industry discount/ military/government/joint/

interline/whotesale/bulk). not replaceable it lost or stolen No cash
value, may not be sold or bartered Protection kx flight irregulari
ties will be on United/Unrted Express/Shuttle by United flights
only Discount applies to newpurchases only and will not be
honored retroactivelyor in connection with theexchange of any
wholly or partially unused ticket One ticket per certificate
redeemed Void it altered or duplicated
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable Non-transterabteafter
ticketing Change in origin or destination is not permitted Tickets
MAY BE revalidated for a $50per ticket tee

#

U n it e d A ir l in e s
©1997 MasterCard International Incorporated
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D o y o u w an t

•a full-time or part-time job?
•an internship?
•to know what employers want?
•to meet lots of employers in just one day
in just one-place?

Career Fair Career Fair Career Fair
Tuesday, April 8,1997
Noon to 3 pm
Student Center Ballrooms A, B, C
A tlantic T o o l S ys te m s

N Y L H e a lth C a re P lans, Inc.

B ed, B ath & B eyond

N ordstrom

B rid g e s to n e /F ire s to n e

O ’B rien F in an cial G ro u p Inc.

B uck C o n su ltan ts

O steo n ics

CVS

O ur House

D A S M a rk e tin g C o n c e p ts

P a in e W e b b e r

E n terp rise R e n t a C a r

P ars ip p a n y Hilton

E xcel T e le c o m m u n ic a tio n s , Inc.

P atterso n T ra vis

F .B .I.

P ershing

F in an cial N o rth e a s te rn C o m p a n ie s

P re m ie r C a r R e n ta l

IB M G lo b al S e rv ic e s

P ru d en tial F in a n cia l S e rv ic e s

In s u ran c e S e rv ic e s O ffice, Inc.

Rollins L easin g C o rp o ratio n

Investors A s s o cia te s

R uss B errie & C o .

J a n s s e n -M e y e rs A s s o c ia te s
J .C . P e n n e y

S e a rs
S h a rp E lectronics C o rp o ratio n

John H a n c o c k

S h erw in W illia m s

Kids R U s
L o e h m a n n ’s Inc.

S im o n & S c h u s te r
Sprint

M C S B u sin ess S olutions

S ta p le s

M e t Life

S ta te F a rm

M utual of O m a h a

Tops

N atio n al D iscou nt B rokers
NJ Division of Y o u th & F a m ily S erv ic es

T e lq u e s t In tern atio n al

NJ M a n u fa c tu re rs In s u ran c e C o m p a n y

V a lle y N a tio n al B a n k

N o rth w estern M u tu al

W ire le s s A m e ric a , Inc.

UPS

rr
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Classifieds...
• Help Wanted •

Camp Counselors- resident girls campOak Ridge, NJ. FT, live-in, archery,
tennis, horseback riding, dramatics.
Salary- $1200 - $1500. 201-239-2877.
Also hiring full time child care.

E X C L U S I V

./ o r

E L Y

F A C U E ' f X’

a n ()

S T A I- F

1

Camp Counselors needed for resident
girls camp in Oak Ridge NJ> FT, live
in. Positions available: archery, tennis,
horseback riding, dramatics. Salary
range $1200-$ 1500. Also hiring full
time child care. Call 201-239-2877.
Quality Day Camp in Morris County
looking for applicants in the following
areas: General Counselors, Swim - LGT
or WSI, Music, Drama, Photography,
Sports, High Ropes, Roller Hockey,
Mountain Bikes, Newspaper. Please call
201-895-3200 for more information.
Energetic Phy. Ed. and Rec. majors with
vision, wanted to implement Spring pro
gram, great chance to test leaned skills,
part-time work could lead to summer
employment. Call Calvin Spencer, Boys
& Girls Club of Paterson at 279-3055.

w

Vi*

At last! Full-time money, part-time
hours suit your schedule. Fastest grow
ing company in USA seeks to expand
locally. Leadership opportunity. Call
Susan, 744-8562.
Models. Women 18 yrs + needed for
G lam our Photography w orkshops.
Nude, swimsuit, lingerie, fashion. No
experience necessary. Pay. Send photos,
stats, resume. Workshops P.O. Box 744
Clifton, NJ 07015.

Montclarion elections take place on
April 8th at 4 p.m. in the Montclarion
office. All positions are up for grabs. For
more information, call 655-5169.

• Fund raisers •

FREE T-SHIRT
+ $1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for frater
nities, sororities & groups. Any cam
pus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $ 5 . 00/
VISA application.
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT

co

**

K

PAIN KILLER.
o r fast relief from the nagging ache o f taxes,
w e reco m m en d T IA A -C R E F SR A s. S R A s
are ta x -d e fe rred an n u ities d esigned to help build
a:

P/T to work in optometrist office in
Wayne. Will train, Sat. and Sun. needed
mostly. Call Dina at 256-2228.
Job offer- 3 to 6 hours a week- flexible
West Orange home, to food shop, start
dinner and other minimal chores. Own
transportation. Salary negotiable. Call
564-2876 and leave msg.

!\t v

as re tire m e n t incom e, th e m oney y o u d o n ’t send
to W a sh in g to n can w o rk ev en h a rd e r for y o u .
W h a t else d o S R A s o ffer? A full range o f

ad ditional assets —m oney th a t can help m ake the

in v e stm e n t choices an d th e financial ex p ertise

d ifferen ce b etw een living an d living well afte r

o f T IA A - C R E F —A m eric a’s larg est retire m en t

y o u r w o rk in g y e a rs are over.

o rg an izatio n ?

C o n trib u tio n s to y o u r S R A s a re d e d u c te d

To find o u t m ore, sto p by y o u r benefits office

from y o u r sa lary on a p re ta x basis, so y o u pay

o r give us a call at 1 8 0 0 842-2888. W e’ll show

less in ta x es now . A n d since ea rn in g s on y o u r

y o u how S R A s can low er your taxes.

SR A s are also tax deferred until y o u receive them

D o it to d ay —it co u ld n ’t h u rt.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

9
£
K.
O
Os
v
©

Ensuring the future
fo r those who shape it.”
* Based on assets under management.

CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
^^^a ll^JK K H I42 -27 33 ^xFj>5 09 ^orj»^iirre nt^^

Advertise in the Montclarion Cla
It is a great way to reach thousai
and it costs so little! The cost per
for up to 30 words and $20 for 31
more information about adve
Kevin at 655-5237

rtion is $10
words. For
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
S.G.A. ELECTIONS
FOR E-BOARD...
VOTING WILL BEGIN
ON APRIL 16TH

WALK OUT
APRIL 15TH...
“STRIKE THE HIKE”
ATTEND THE BOARD OF
TRUSTEES MEETING
APRIL 10TH IN THE
SC RM. 419 AT 5 PM. STOP
THE TUITION INCREASE.

- # MONTCLARION27

UPCOMING EVENTS
APRIL 3 r d

|

CLUBSPONSORSINCARC:

11A.M.-2P.M.: PSYCHICJEANMUNZER
READINGS
2P.M.-3P.M.: LECTUREONSELFHYPNOSIS

C1CSPONSORSINTHERAT:

7P.M.: BATTLEOFTHEBANDS

LASO/OSAU/LAMBDATHETA
LAMBDATAUOMEGASPNOSOR:

SPEAKERONLIFE&AIDS
MALLORYHALLRM. 155@7P.M.
APRIL 8 TH

PLAYERSPRESENTSINTHERAT:

7- 9P.M.: ROBERTOAKS
9P.M.: POSSIBLESIDEEFFECTSIMPROV
TROUPE

O:
ALLSTUDENTS
CLASS I MEETING TIMES T
FROM: STUDENTGOVERNMENTASSOC.
CLUB- Mondays at 8 pm, SCAnnex 112 HAVEYOUHADAPROBLEMWITH
RESIDENCELIFEORTHEOFFICEOF
LASO- Hies. @5:30, Thurs. @2:30- SC418 RESIDENCELIFE?
WELL,INTHESGATHEREISACOMMITTEETO
ELPYOUWITHYOURPROBLEMS CALLED
MONTCLARION-Hies. @4pan.-SCAnnex113 H
THERESIDENCELIFECOMMITTEE.ANYONEIS
WELCOMETOCOMETOTHESEMEETINGS.
PLAYERS- T\ies. @6 p.m. SC Cafe B THISCOMMITTEEMEETSEVERYWEDNESDAY
FROM3-4 PMINTHESTUDENTCENTERROOM
ORYOUCOULDCONTACTKRISTINWITH
OSAU- T\ies. @7:30 p.m. SC Cafe C 415.
YOURPROBLEMSATX 5760.
THANKYOU.
WMSC-Hies.@7pm, Wed.@11 am SCAnnex110
WMSCREQUESTLINE: X4256
4WALLS- Wed. @5p.m. SCAnnex 113A
FREE PIZZA!!
FORMSUSTUDENTS EVERYWED.
C1C- Thurs. @4 p.m. SCAnnex 117
ATSGAMEETINGS 4 PM- S.C. 417
SILC- Monday @4 p.m. SCAnnex 121
•

TO GET YOUR EVENTS POSTED, CONTACT JILL
LEVINE OR JOY ROBBINS IN THE SGA OFFICE.

28 # MONTCLARIQN
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) YOUR THOUGHTS!
d o n ’t d e la y , call

for m ore in fo rm a tio n !
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Hideo Nomo, he may be more than just a Dodger
by J eff E hrlich
A sst . S ports E ditor

An article in the March 24, 1997
issue of Time titled “Plenty More After
Nomo” prompted me to think about a
m om entous occurrence in M ajor
League Baseball 50 years ago. The
article, written by Steve Wulf, was
about the influx of Japanese baseball
players to the majors. In the 1995
season, Hideo Nomo played his rookie
season for the Los Angeles Dodgers, in
1996 Chan Ho Park made his debut for
the Dodgers, and now, there are at least
four Japanese players vying for a spot
on a major league roster. Such names
as Shigetoshi Hasegawa, Katsuhiro
Maeda, Hideki Irabu, and Takashi

Kashiwada may become household
names by September much like Greg
Maddux, Roger Clemens, and David
Cone are now.
50 years ago Jackie Robinson
played his first game for the Brooklyn
Dodgers as a first-baseman. Robinson,
known as a second-baseman, played
first base in his rookie season (Eddie
Stanky played second and Gil Hodges
d id n ’t start at first until the 1948
season). Robinson was the first AfricanA m erican to play M ajor League
Baseball and, prior to Robinson’s entry
into the majors, African-Americans had
to play in the Negro Leagues because
baseball was, until 1947, segregated.
Think about what R obinson

Red Hawk Notes
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Second half rally leads MSU over Stockton St.
The Men’s Lacrosse team evened their record at 3-3 this past Saturday
as they defeated Richard Stockton, 9-8.
The first half was all Stockton,, as they took an 8-4 lead at the half.
However, the Red Hawks exploded both offensively and defensively in the
second half.
MSU scored five goals, three from freshman attacker John Bruton (High
Bridge), with fellow freshman Andrew Larsen (Boonton) and Brett Cerullo
(Lincoln Park) each adding two goals and one assist. Freshman attacker
Steve Urbanowycz (Clifton) and junior mid-fielder Chris Trowbridge
(Boonton) had a goal and an assist each as well.
The Red Hawk defense held Stockton to just nine shots for the second
half, five of which were saves by freshman goalkeeper Dave Isidor (Montclair),
who came in for M SU’s other freshman goalkeeper, Anthony Malanga
(Clifton). Malanga did have six saves, but gave up eight goals.
“They showed great intensity. They really wanted to win this one.”
said Assistant Coach John Dolan about his players.
The Red Hawks look forward to keeping up their tenacity as they host
Lycoming College next Wednesday at 7p.m. at Sprague Field.

accomplished for African-Americans
and for American society. All sports are
now integrated and both white and black
fans cheer for their favorite player,
regardless of the color of his or her skin.
Some people might even say sports is
the glue that holds white and black
America together.
W hat if 50 years from now,
Americans will be thinking of Nomo as
the man who closed the gap between
Major League Baseball and Japanese
baseball? Already, American baseball
players are realizing that maybe their
talents are not as superior to the Japanese
as they had thought. Irabu is the most
coveted Japanese ball-player this spring.
Bobby Valentine, the New York Mets
manager who managed the Chiba Lotte
Marines, the Japanese baseball team
where Irabu played, said, “ (Irabu)
throws the ball as well as anyone in the
world. Once he gets acclimated and
learns hitters, he’ll remove the fallacy
that American baseball is better than
Japanese baseball.”
That is lofty praise considering the
pitching that the Atlanta Braves have,
and it remains to be seen whether his
praise is justified. But regardless of
whether it is justified or not, Japanese
baseball, with the success of Nomo, is
gaining credibility among American
baseball players and fans.
Wulf writes, “But another reason
for the Jap an izatio n o f A m erican

baseball is, simply, the Americanization
of Japanese baseball. Players in Japan
are w atching more m ajor league
baseball and realizing there’s not that
much difference. Young players there
are also aw are o f the g reater
independence, and rewards, enjoyed by
their counterparts in the U.S.”
Tetsuo Ikeda, ed ito r o f the
Japanese baseball magazineShukan
Baseball says, “To play in the major
leagues is still the stuff dreams are made
of.” This used to apply only to American
youths, but now the dream includes
Japanese youths too.
Nomo can be considered a Jackie
Robinson among Japanese ball-players,
he serves as a mentor to many Japanese
players just as Robinson did for AfricanAmerican players 50 years ago. The
Negro Leagues are gone now. Maybe
50 years down the road the Japanese
baseball leagues will be gone too. Or
maybe Major League Baseball will
merge with the Japanese leagues to form
one global league, making the World
Series truly a world series.
If Nomo is the p resent day
Robinson, then Irabu is the present day
Roy Campanella. Maeda would be the
new Willie Mays and Kashiwada would
be the new E rnie B anks, Don
Newcombe, or Satchel Paige.
Believe me, it’s possible. In life,
what goes around, comes around. And
life is indeed, a lot like baseball.

Red Hawks lose inaugural match to Vassar 15-3
Last Wednesday, the MSU women’s lacrosse team played their first ever
game in MSU history. Unfortunately, the Red Hawks fell to Vassar College,
15-3.
“It was our first game ever against a live opponent, so we’re just starting
to get our feet wet,” said Head Coach Andrea Whitcomb.
Freshman goalkeeper Karen Foy (Toms River) had four saves but gave
up 15 goals throughout the entire game. Vassar had 27 shots against her.
“We played better in a zone defense than man-to-man,” Coach Whitcomb
said, “And played a much better second half.”
Down 11 -2 at the end of the first half, the Red Hawks came out scoring
at the beginning of the second. But so did Vassar.
MSU let up only four goals in the second half.
“We just need some fine tuning work on the details. Vassar is a good
team, but I don’t think we should have lost to them as much as we did. Had we
played them at the end of the season, I think the outcome would be different,”
Coach Whitcomb said.
Freshman offenseman Jeanelle Husth (East Windsor) had two goals for
the Red Hawks while senior Christine Bohan (West Caldwell) had another.
The Red Hawks travel to face Lycoming State College in Pennsylvania
this Friday, April 4, for a 4 p.m. start.

TIM OTHY
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Freshman offenseman Jeanelle Husth (East Windsor) on one of her two goals
against Vassar College.
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Who will win the World Series and why? Who will they beat?

Jacob Dillard
sophomore, art history
Yankees over Atlanta. Because I’m a
Yankee fan. The’ve been good for the
past two years.______

Ralph Kolbusz

Stacy Smith

senior, sociology
Seattle over Atlanta. Because the
Mariners’ lineup is strong and they
have dominant pitching.

sophomore, undeclared
I think the Yankees will win, because that’s the
team I like.
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Eric Benbrook

John Dennehy

junior, poli. sci.
Yankees undoubtedly. Because they
have very good team unity and
cohesion.

junior, economics
White Sox over Atlanta. Albert Belle
and Frank Thomas back-to-back!

BY

TIM OTH Y

Ihor Andruch
sophomore, communications
White Sox over the Mets. The White
Sox are a powerhouse with Belle and
Thomas. They started off strong
Tuesday night.
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BASEBALL, cont. from back page

the top of the ninth.
Brennan picked up the loss, his
hander Mike Brennan (Ewing) came in
first
of
the season, and the Red Hawks
to pitch for Economou. Brennan then
booted a ground-ball to load the bases. record stood at 6-9 after Satuday’s loss.
After a strikeout, Brennan then walked They had plenty of time to prepare for
the next Cortland State batter to force their next game on Wednesday, April 2,
in a run, the Red Dragons’ first. Then a how ever, m other nature did not
two-run single to left-field brought in cooperate.
Following the freak snowstorm on
the Red Dragons’ second and third runs.
After Brennan recorded the second out Monday and Monday night, the Red
Hawks game
of the inning
scheduled for
on a fly ball to
Wednesday
was
M u 11a n e ,
postponed due
s ophomor e
to the poor
rig h t-h a n d e r
condition of
Brad
Bava
Pittser Field. It
(Edison) came
will be made up
in to pitch.
sometime later
Bava
in the season.
proceeded to
However,
give up a twoafter
two days
run
double
of sunshine the
which made
field should be
the score 5-3,
good enough for
Cortland State.
the Red Hawks
Then, after
to play their first
loading the
inter-conference
bases
by
gam
e
on
w alking two
Thursday, April
Red Dragons ,
3, at 3:30 p.m.
he managed to
Sophomore
shortstop
Lou
Finamore
They
will take
get the final
(Franklin) perfecting his swing at practice.
on the Rutgersout o f the
Newark
Raiders
at
Pittser
Field.
inning on an unassisted ground out to
Spring is in the air, it is warm out,
M cCorkle. A fter seven -an d -a-h alf
innings, the once comfortable 3-0 lead and baseball is here. What could be finer
became a 5-3 deficit for the Red Hawks. than watching a ball game in the spring?
The Red H aw ks could not Come out and see the Red Hawks battle
overcome the deficit and, in fact, the the Raiders and then take on Adelphi
Red Dragons scored two more runs in University on Tuesday, April 8 at 3:30.

SOFTBALL, cont. from back page
early in the second inning as Acevedo
singled to first, advanced to second on
junior third baseman Jamie Lascik’s
(Long Branch) sacrifice hit, and onto
third by senior leftfielder M arlena
Nawrot’s (South River) single. She then
scored on a Salisbury error when
Citarella ripped one at the shortstop.
After the homerun in the sixth,
Salisbury scored two more runs as their
designated player, Megan Hopper,
smacked a triple over rightfielder
Saladino. Saladino did have the best
game at the plate, going three for four,
the only Red Hawk with more than one
hit.
“Our intensity w asn’t where it
should have been and our focus was too
little, too late.” said Head Coach Anita
Kubicka.
After giving up another run in the
seventh, MSU rallied as Guzzi scored
on an error by Lascik’s hit. It wasn’t
enough as the Red Hawks lost, 4-2, and
were eliminated from the tournament.
“ We outplayed them for five
innings and in the sixth and seventh
innings, they came back very strong.
They caught us on our heels and won.”
said Coach Kubicka, “We needed to
score more than one run off of their
pitcher, which we were capable of doing

but we did not do.”
MSU had nine hits, gave up 10,
and left a total of 11 runners on base.
“We were hitting the ball and had
opportunities, but weren’t doing our part
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College again, and again came away
victorious.
In the first game of the double
header, the Red Hawks scored four runs
in the first inning and never looked back.

:

,

Saladino with one of her own.
MSU skated to a 8-0 win.
Ormsbee won her eighth game with five
strikeouts and gave up five hits.
In game two, the Red Hawks must
have felt a sense of deja vu as they won
12-3. Citarella and Wisz were fantastic,
as each went three for three and one
RBI, with Wisz having a triple in the
third inning. Saladino belted the MSU’s
first homerun of the season in the second
inning, a three-run shot over left field.
She, too, was three for three and had
three RBIs. Guzzi was good for two hits
with Acevedo, Nawrot, Lascik, and
freshm an second basem an Brook
Powell (S. Brunswick) each having a hit.
At 15-2, the Red Hawks will host
Western Connecticut today at 3p.m. at
the Quarry Field, and travel to Kean
C ollege this Saturday for a 1p.m.
contest.

UPCOMING GA M E S . . . .
Senior shortstop and team captain Rosalie Guzzie (Long Branch) with her hit
that drove in the only run in M SU’s 1-0 victory over Ithica.

in executing to get runners across the
plate. They came up in a clutch
situation, did what they needed to do,
and beat us.” said Coach Kubicka.
Yesterday, MSU hosted Felician

Wisz was three for four, with a
double and three RBIs. Both Lascik and
Citarella had two hits. All other Red
Hawks had one hit, with Guzzi and
Lascik each having two RBIs, and
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Strong slugging leads to 4-1 week for Softball
by

D ennis L. D eM ercurio
S ports E ditor

After a 2-0 start at the
M SU/Kean
C lassic
Tournament, the Red Hawks
fell to Salisbury in the
championship round this past
weekend.
In the first game versus
Ithica on Friday, MSU
squeaked out a l -0 win in a low
hit game.
Junior lefty Sharon
Ormsbee (North Plainfield)
gave up just two hits while
striking out a whopping 11
batters for her seventh win of
the season.
The game was scoreless
until the bottom of the fourth
inning. Senior centerfielder
and two-time 1st Team All-

American Jennifer Citarella
(B elleville) led off with a
single, then successfully stole
second. She advanced to third
on freshman second baseman
Tara Wisz’s (Pompton Plains)
sacrifice hit.
With a count of one and
three, senior shortstop and team
captain Rosalie Guzzi (Long
Branch) drove in Citarella with
a single up the middle.
The Red Hawks held on
to win, 1-0.
MSU next faced Felician
College in the second game and
scored 13 runs off of 13 hits.
The Red Hawks had a slugfest
against Felician, as nearly all
MSU batters had hits in the
game. Citarella was three for
four with a triple in the fourth
inning, and had two stolen

Junior rightfielder Wendy Saladino (Mountainside) whacks a 3run homer, the team’s first this year.

bases. Wisz was two for two,
one hit being a double in the
second, as was junior catcher

Jerrilyn A cevedo (Long
Branch) who also had two
RBIs. Wisz had two stolen

bases as well. Guzzi and senior
first baseman Cheryl Lopez
(Highland Park) were both two
for three, with Guzzi having
two RBIs and a stolen base.
Junior rig h tfield er Wendy
Saladino (Mountainside) and
freshman leftfielder Makeda
Breedy (Franklin) each had a
hit and a stolen base.
R ight handed senior
Denise Wamock (Kearny) had
two strikeouts and let up only
two hits and MSU won easily,
13-3.
On Saturday, the Red
Hawks led Salisbury 1-0 for six
innings, until senior right
hander Peggyann Coker gave
up a m om entum turning
homerun.
The Red Hawks scored
Continued on p. 30

Red Hawks lose two straight games, record now 6-9
Conference foes await this weekend

Junior second baseman Corey Gleichenhaus (Clarkstown, NY)

(Leonia) walked followed by
another walk by pinch-hitter,
ju n io r
Mike
H astings
(Hamilton). With men on first

Kevin
O ’Shaughnessy
(Ram sey) was the starting
pitcher. He gave up seven
earned runs and 10 hits in three

w alks, and struck out four
through seven innings. He
came out to pitch the eighth and
after giving up a single, a
double-play ground ball to
Gleichenhaus was booted for an
error.
With men on first and
second and no outs, junior leftContinued on p. 31
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innings. He picked up his first
loss o f the season as RPI
pounded out 20 hits, scored
twice in the first inning, five
times in the fouth inning, and
three in the ninth for an 11-2
final.
The Red Hawks did not
have much time to think about
their loss because on the next
day, Cortland State was ready
to take the field against MSU.
Both Cortland and MSU
were coming off losses the day
before. Cortland lost to William
Paterson on Friday and MSU,
as aforementioned, lost to RPI.
Obviously both teams were
looking for the win, Cortland
State, however found it. They
won 7-3, and handed the Red
Hawks their ninth loss of the
season.
MSU had a 3-0 lead
through seven innings and
appeared on their way to their
seventh victory of the season.
But sloppy fielding and poor
pitching causedthe 7-3 loss as
the Red Dragons scored five
unearned runs in the final two
innings.
Freshman left-hander A. J.
Economou (Howell) started
and gave up no earned runs, no

Stat of the Week:

.

and second, sophomore thirdbaseman Lou Finam ore
(Franklin) singled, driving in
Seelinger with two outs. Junior
second-basem an
Corey
G leichenhaus (Clarkstow n,
NY) grounded to second for the
third out of the inning.
Senior
right-hander

Junior left-hander Sharon
Ormsbee (North Plainfield)
has 11 strikeouts In her
seventh win.
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After appearing to be on
the winning track after three
consecutive v ictories, the
baseball team has lost two
back-to-back games. The losses
were an 11-2 defeat by the
R enssalaer
Polytechnic
Institute Engineers and a 7-3
loss to the Red Dragons of
Cortland State. Both these
losses were at Pittser Field.
Dave Lohrman, the RPI
starting pitcher, was virtually
unhittable on Friday afternoon
as he went the distance, giving
up just four hits and only one
earned run. He recorded 15
strike outs and walked only five
Red Hawks. He is 3-0 this
season with an earned run
average of 0.75.
For MSU, the nearly nonexistant offense did, however,
produce two runs. With two
outs in the bottom of the first,
right-fielder Mike M ullane
(Bayonne) reached on an error
by the RPI third-basem an.
Clean-up hitter, first-baseman
Shawn McCorkle (Newton)
then doubled in Mullane from
first. Center-fielder Fransisco

Ortiz (Newark) then struck out
for the third out of the inning.
After one inning the score was
2-1, RPI.
The Red Hawks second,
and last run of the game, came
in the eighth inning when RPI
had a lead of 8-1. Freshman
pinch-hitter Brian Seelinger

' '

By J eff E hrlich
A sst . S ports editor

